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HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and high Satur* 
day at Kelowna. 32 and 48. Kam* 
30 and 48. High and low 
recorded at Kelowna Thursday; 
48 and 25. '
T h e  D a ily  C o u r ie r
FORECAST
Okanagan, lillooet and Thomp> 
son regions; Sunny today. Cloudy 
tomorrow, with a few showers 
in the morning. Not quite so cool 
tonight. Winds light.
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By NORMAN GOTRO 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
PENTICTON —  Gaslinc “pirates” have made fantastic 
fortunes “with federal government help.”
“But unscrupulous trans-Canada pipeline promoters, who 
arc pocketing still-vanishing millions at public expense, arc not 
so much guilty as Liberal, Conservative and Social Credit 
members of parliament, who provided them with i.ic oppor­
tunity for such gains.”
These charges of Canada’s “terrible national gaslinc scan­
dal” condemn old-line party politicians, national leader M. J. 
Coldwell charged here Thursday night.
' He spoke on behalf of Kcowna CCF candidate O. L. Jones.







Prime Minister Diefehbakcr says 
the Liberals now ore discovering 
the needs of the Maritime prov­
inces after forgetting them dur­
ing 22 ycnr.s in office.
TTiat was the theme of the Pro- 
gre.ssive Conservative leader’s 
speeches here, Thursday night 
find nt Summersidc, P.E.I., in 
the afternoon ns he opened n 
three - clay campaign swing 
through the Maritime provinces, 
Mr. Diofenbakor centred his 
fire on Libornl Lender Lester B 
Pearson and former Immigration 
minister J. W. Pickor.sglll, a top 
campaigner in the Eastern prov 
Ince.s, ns ho renewed ^his charge 
of last year’s election'camoalgn: 
that Marilimers had boon forgot­
ten people under the Liberals 
"Mr. Pearson discovered them 
the other day-one of the groat 
modern diseoverie.s,’’ he said 
here before a eapacity midience 
of 1,100—another 300 were turned 
away from the J.^mmed hall 
Here and at Summerslde he 
said Mr. Plckersglll has slated 
that the things done for the Mar­
itime provinces by the Conservn 
live government had been under 
consideration lny the LUwrais, 
"'rUey thought of It — we did 
it.’’ Mr. piefenbaker said over 
and over again.
in one of the most vigorous and 
intensive challenges of his 23- 
year parliamentary career, be­
fore a Legion Hall overflow crowd 
of more than 400, bitterly de­
nounced Trans-Canada Pipe Line 
Company and Westcoast ’Trans­
mission "manipulations.”
BLASTS McMAHON 
He added an even more scath­
ing denunciation of Calgary pro­
moter Frank McMahon, who, he 
charged, "made $8,000,0<X) out of 
an investment of $7,700 at the ex­
pense of the Canadian people.’’ 
"McMahon,” Mr. Coldwell ac­
cused, "makes executives Tanner 
and Coates look like pikers!"
He told voters he and CCF stal­
warts like Stanley Knowles had 
first exposed the pipeline scandal. 
He described, however, the scene 
in the Commons, - when both he 
and then Conservative leader 
George Drew stood “shoulder-to- 
shoulder’ before the Speaker and 
shaking their fists at the Liberal 
ministers, pleaded for further de­
bate and not closure.
BORDEN BIASED 
Mr. Coldwell declared the Bor­
den Energy Commission had been 
established as an attempt to keep 
the pipeline scandal out of the 
House and "out of the cam­
paign.”
He said Henry Borden’s posi­
tion as president of the world’s 
greatest utility, Brazilian ’Trac­
tion, Tnade him incapable of han­
dling such a commission as chair­
man, without bias.
11115, he maintained, is be­
cause BTC itself, being a Cana­
dian enterprise, now with world­
wide stockholders, is "itself a for­
eign monopoly” in Brazil. ’Thus 
Bonlen, he argued, cannot help 
but eventually condone the Can­
adian pipeline setups, which "are 
private monopolies and control of 
much of which is held by Ameri­
cans.”
—Mr. Coldwell said the CCF had 
urged at every opportunity that 
these pipeline companies should 
be built and operated as public 
utilities. Organizations shoffid be 
the same as Ontario’s igreat 
hydro-electric system which gave 
that province’s citizens cheapest 
power in the world.
PROBE FACTS
Meanwhile, the CCF leader ex­
plained, the Borden probe had un­
veiled the truth—that gasoline 
promoters had made fantastic 
and fabulous profits, “which they 
admitted.” He reviewed House of 
Commons activity in which, he 
said, he had placed these same 
facts on the record "to no avail.’ 
Coldwell said "Tanner and 
Coates made millions out of stock 
options obtained from ’Trans- 
Canada Elpe Line Company, Lim­
ited.” But McMahon and his as­
sociates "had made pikers out 
of Tanner and Coates.’,’ • 
McMahon, he said, "because he 
was an insider was able to buy 
155,000 shares of Westcoast Tran­
smission for five cents a share 
for shares that were offered to 
the public at $5 and now sell for 
$25."
He said these shares cost Mc' 
Mahon ” a total of $7,700 and for 
that small investment ho acquir­
ed an equity now worth about 
$4,000,000. In other words, he 
didn’t merely double his money 
or triple his money. Ire multi- 
plied it about 500 times.”
OTHER OPTIONS 
In addition, , Coldwell told vot­
ers, McMahon wn« granted op­
tions on 200,000 shares to bo pur­




IMPORTANT BUSINESS FOR SMALL FRY
Before young Briqn Brown 
gets his tricycle on the road, 
there’s the important business 
of affixing a license to be 
looked after, and Brian, taking
a tip from his dad, Frank 
Brown, knows today is deadline 
for obtaining the necessary 
plates. For many of Brian’s 




OSLO. Norway (CP) — De­
fending champion Sweden, 
ramming home five goals in 
the second period, routed Nor­
way 9-0 today in the second 






they get Dad’s ’57 plates—the 
latest in scooter and tricycle 
licenses.
—Courier Photo by Gorbv
AFTER SVz-YEAR FEDERAL STUDY
l is le y  R e c o m m e n d s  M a jo r
OTTAWA (C P)—Sweeping changes in Canada’s copy­
right laws to bring them in closer harmony witli those of Britain 
and the United States are proposed in a royal commission re­




VICTORIA (CP) — A rumored 
split in the ranks of a Doukholx)r 
sect planning to return to Russia 
has been known to the govern­
ment for about a year. Attorney- 
General R o b e r t  Bonner said 
Thursday night.
Mr. Bonner said that the split 
has become ^ o re  defined now 
that the off-shoot Sons of Free­
dom sect has made plans for a 
move to Russia.
“There appears to be a move 
afoot among a small group of 
parents to take their children out 
of New Denver and place them 
in public schools.”
New Denver school was set up 
by the gvernment when parents 
in the Freedomite sect refused 
to send their children to school 
in compliance with provincial 
laws.
“The government is pleased to 
see this trend,’’ said Mr. Bonner, 
"if indeed it is a trend.”
-'He said it appeals .the split 
thin -•4hfr--Bcm'^'^w^''Fre^ 
nks is widening, with two 
groups fighting for leadership..
He said it "represents a- de­
parture” from the traditions es­
tablished by the Sons over a 
period of, y e a rs .-^ —   ^
VANCOUVER (CP) — The defence in the Sommen 
bribery-conspiracy hearing began a strong attack today on the 
evidence of a crown witness that .lands and forests minister 
Robert Sommers gave special attention to a forest management 
licence application by a big timber firm now charged in the 
case. '
The licence involved is No. 22, granted to B.C. Forests 
Products Limited, one of four companies charged along with 
Sommers and three other individuals.
Findlay McKinnon, assistant Sommers, the Gray brothers, th«
B.C. chief forester, told the pre­
liminary hearing Tliursday that 
Sommers while minister took the 
whole matter of licence No. 22 
into his own hands. Ordinarily, 
he said, -applications were pro­
cessed through the forestry de­
partment.
SHARP WORDS 
Walter Owen, B.C. Forest Pro­
ducts counsel, had sharp words 
today with McKinnon over his 
testimony that the licence was 
first applied for in January, 
1954. He finally got an admission 
from the witness that there had 
been other B.C. Forest Products 
applications prior to that time.
At one point the lawyer said; 
“You hawe chosen an unfortunate 
date for some reason not yet dis­
closed.”
McKinnon replied: “ There is 
no discrimination, yesterday—” 
At this pqint he was sharply 
interrupted by Owen and told to 
answer the question as put, 
FILES PROOF 
Mr. Owen said B.C. Forest 
Products made an application in 
June, 1951, McKinnon said his 
files didn’t show an application
p t^a t..d q te ,,;,___ _ ... -..7. u--,-, --
E a r l i e r  h e  r e v i e w e d  l o r  t h e  
c o u r t  t h e  d a t e s  o f  v a r i o u s  a p p l i ­
c a t i o n s  b y  o t h e r  f i r m s  a n d  t h e  
d a t e s  t h e y  w e r e  f i n a l l y  g r a n t e d .
The witness told Alfred Bull, 
counsel for the C. D.- Schultz
Schultz Company, Evergreen 
Lumber Sales and Pacific Coast 
Services.
The deposit slips on Sommers 
bank at Victoria, where, he still 
sits a.s a private member of the 
legislature, showed deposits to­
talling more than $27,oioo in the 
period December, 1953 to Novem­
ber, 1956.
OBJECTIONS OVERRULED
There were repeated objections 
to McKinnon’s testimony by the 
battery of eight defence counsel 
in the 11th day of the hearing 
before Magistrate Oscar Orr. But 
the magistrate ruled in most 
cases the testimony of the vet­
eran forester was relevant since 
his former chief was involved and 
there already had been evidence 
"that money was passed.”
The B.C. Forest Products ap­
plication for a forest manage­
ment licence, made in January, 
1954, and eventually granted, in­
volved huge tracts of Crown tim­
ber land to the north and south 
of the Alberni Canal on Vancou-^ 
ver Island.
McKinnon testified that at one 
time VSommers -^elcphohed^diim 
about the. matten and said he 
didn’t  want "10 pages on how it 
can’t be done—that he wanted one 
page on how it could be done.”
In an aside to the magistrate, 
the greying forestry department
eonrnranjr--fclmited7-that—licence officer-said : "Youa-HonoivXhavj
CONVENTIONS OK'D 
BY ILSLEY PROBE
■ OTTAWA (CP)—The lisley 
royal commission on copyright 
today recommended Canadian 
action in three directions on in­
ternational copyright agree­
ments:
1. Continued participation in 
the Rome copyright convention 
of 1928.
2. Ratification of the Universal 
copyright convention, signed in 
Geneva in 1952.
3. Ditching, of the Brussels 
copyright convention of 1948. 
Both the Rome and Brussels 
conventions are the latest in a 
sqries of revisions of the ori­
ginal Berno copyright conven­
tion of 1896, which set the pat­




Concern is felt in Westbang 
over the mysterious double
The recommendations are the result of a SiX-ycar study "^[^tinrat Prinee S g e S  
commission headed by Chief Justice J. L. lisley of Nova nesday, when R. Lorne McCuish.by a 
Scotia.
Among the major proposals:
1. Creation of a "broadcasters 
right,” making It possible to 
claim copyright ^n recordings by 
film or otherwise of sounds and 
images in order to present them
applications by Tahsis Lumber, 
Empare Mills and Church Saw­
mills, all had been handled in the 
‘normal manner”—that is han­
dled through the Forestry depart 
meftt rather than by the minister 
himself.
The crown introduced two 
chartered accountants Thursday 
to testify numerous entries on 
the Schultz record books they 
audited in 1954-55 now are miss­
ing. Bank officials were called 
in to identify personal bank de­
posit slips on the accounts of
never been spoken to that way by 
any other minister of the Crown.’* 
As defence counsel jumped to 
their . feet to object, the magis­
trate ruled out, the remark as a / 
personal opinion, but directed tha 
witness to continue his testimony, 
McKinnon added that the min­
ister told him during the same 
telephone conversation that if the 
forestry service couldn’t "tell 
him how it could be done, ha 
would have to go outside the for­
est service and find someone who 
could.”
37, was shot in the stomach, and 
mu- , .Hubert L. Clark, 45, received
old Copyright Act. This would i n - w o u n d s  which resulted in 
elude requiring the plaintiff—ra- y s  death.
ther than the defendant, as at Mrs. McCuish Is the former 
present—to prove his case where Dorothy Walker, daughter of A. 
copyright i,s at issue. V. Walker, of Westbank, and the
11. Royalties for recorded mu- late Mrs. Jessie Vfalker. Dorothy 
later’to thp public. The commisAslcal and other works should be grew up ' and attended school in 





CAIXJARY (CP) ~  Nine Ind^ 
pendent Canadian oil and not- 
ural R«s coiniMnies Thursday 
iirRcd more export of gas and 
plncwl them.'selvcs "dearly and 
firmly on record In favor of Im­
mediate: approval of expanded 
markets,”
The nine, In a joint brief to the 
Borden energy commission, sold 
exiK»rt permits should be allowed 
for Western Cunadr.’s surplus 
gius after ’'ndequate protective 
measures” are token for Cnna- 
dlmis,
’Hiey suld reserves In known 
gas (ivlu.s. plus those In lidds ex- 
ijcttwl to Iw discovered liy wild­
cat drilling, will l>e m ore, than 
enough to serve avallnblfl exrxirt 
, markets ns well ns ihe energy 
requirements of Canadian con- 
•urnqrs.
Oil Co., Bniley-Selburn Oil and 
Gaa Ltd., Banff Oil Ltd., Cam 
dinn £x))ort Qaa Ltd., Canadian 
Husky Oil Ltd.,-.Canadian Supe­
rior, Oil of California Ltd,, Dome 
Exploration Ltd., Great, Plains 
Development Company of Can­
ada Ltd., and- Mr^allion Petro­
leums Ltd.
S|>okcsman for the - group was 
A. G, Bailey, vice-president and 
general manager of Dailey-Sel 
burn.
TTm) Borden commission wjnds 
vip Us monlh-lpng Calgary hear 
litg tixluy.
Earlier In Thursday’s sc.ssion, 
John Merrlam of Omaha, Neb.j 
president' of Northern Natural 
Gas Company, pointed out that 
before any cx|X>rt from Conada 
Is imsible Ihe United Slates Fed­
eral P o w e r  Commission-will
OTTAWA (CP)—Who owns the 
copyright in a particular work'?
ilrc answer given today by the 
ll-sley royal comml.ssion on copy­
right Is straightforward -in the 
case of lltornry, dramatic or mu 
slcal works: the author, play­
wright or composer owns the 
copyright.
But there arc a flock of ex­
ceptions to complicato matters.
For example, the copyright in 
the work on author irerforma in 
the cour.se of hla employment 
.should bo vested in the ent}* 
ploycr, the commission .said. , 
But at present there ore qual­
ifications to this. Unless other­
wise specified in his terms of 
employment, the author can re­
strain inibllcntlon of-his work by 
any qlhcrs. \
This would apply to a writer 
employed by a newspaper, mag­
azine or periodical.
T he commission said this is a 
discriminatory situation beenusc 
others Ilko commercial artists 
working for advertising agencies 
do not eidoy similar restraining 
rights. ,, 'V ' : ,______'
ating a publishers right jas a way 
to protect typographical arrange­
ments from exact rcprdduction.
2. A generally shorter term of 
copyright-^ 6  years from publi­
cation or until the author's death, 
whichever is the longer period. 
The present term is the author's 
lifetime p lu s '50 years; in The 
U.S. it is 56 years from publics 
tlon.
3. A term of 40.years for rec- 
or^ngs instead of the present 50, 
aii'd a similar term for'film s, 
both based on time of publica­
tion.
4. Ratification by Canada of 
the Universal conyrlght conven­
tion of 1952 and* continued par- 
ticiiiatlon in the Rome convem 
tion of 1028, but no action td 
bring into force the Bru.sscls 
copyright convention of 1048,
5. Invostlgatldn by a govern 
ment - appointed commission of 
ihe whole sublcct of the rights 
owned by performing ,rights socl 
cUcs in musical works, . -
6. Establishment of a now 
copyright a p p e a l  Iwrder with 
wider powers to regulate all con­
ditions and fees under which inu- 
slcal worK.s owned by perform­
ing rights societies may be u.scd
7. Estnbli.shmont by 'perform 
Ing rights societies of .central 
registries of works in which they 
claim performing rights, with 
penalties for late listing or d'e- 
In.Vs in changing listings,
8. Scrapping of the prc.scnt 
copyright register molntoincd at 
the copyright office in Ottawa 
and repeal of regtstrntinn provi
she Is well
of one-quarter cent a minute, Iknpwn. Married several years 
with a minimum of two"cents^for ago, Mr. and Mrs. McCulsh-have 
each work. At present, the roy-three young t children, and the 
ally is two cents a side of each lived at Prince
V
•^cord. G e o r g e  a b o u t  s i x  y e a r s .
12. Copyright in unpublished I Mr-Walker is keeping In touch 
original literary, dramatic
7̂  o m o n  Mr. McCuish
who is a former Vancouver in 
or 100 years after the work was adjuster, will pull
made, whichever is the longer.
The present term is until publlca- xhe shooting occurred in the 
tlon plus 50 years. heart of Prince George’s busi-
13. Copyright in photographs Uess district, and Clark died
shouM be reduced to 40 years | ip hospital late the same (jh»y
dnesday, of head Wbundi 
taken. At present it Is 30 years|which police say were self-in-̂
from the time the photo
froin the making of the original fllctcd with a ,38 callbrci revolver 
negative. Mr. McCuish was slu>t in
14. On published engravings, stomach at his office M h -a  
the term ..should'bo 50 years from |guago shotgun, 
publication or the author's death 
whichever is , longer, On unpub­
lished engravings, It should be 75 
years after,the author’s death »<i 
100 years after the engraving is 
made, whichever Is longer.
15. Only the originating station 
(jf n network broadcast should 
have to pay a performing right 
fco.
TRADE MARKR RTIIDIED
Besides Mr; J u s t i c e  lisley,
Canada’s wartime finance minis­
ter, other members of the rojrnl 
commis.slon arc Guy Fiivrenu
lUM TOURISTS
i i l
BRITANNIA BEACH. B. C. 
(CP)—The big copper mine here 
which almost closed down late In 
1957, then continued producing 
with a monthly government sub­
sidy of $20,000, will cease opera­
tions March 1.
The announcement was made 
hero Thursday night by Jack 
Roper, Britannia Copper Mine 
manager, who said the closure 
order was received from the Salt 
Lake City headquarters of the 
Howe Sound Company, Britan­
nia’s parent body. „
It road: "Close down the Bri­
tannia operation March 1. Con­
tinuing decline In ; the cempor 
mnri(et has made it Impractical 
to prolong the operation, even 
with the asRlstapco which has
M
W ill Bfe Re-Engaged
llie  indctxmdenta are: Amurex hava to approva Imports.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
Kamloops and Victoria fM
saskatoon, Sask ................. —
Executive of the Kelowna, and 
District Tourist Bureau has ap-
assistant deputy jusllce nilnlstcr.j
VU XU n i i n h n n n n  - during tht. SUITimtr 11X011
the
slons In the present Copyright 
Act. Registration now Is volun 
tary and is useful only in com 
plicated l e g a l  situntiohs that 
might arise in actions for In­
fringement.
9. P^xtenslon of copyright pro­
tection to all ri'sldeiit.s of Canada 
on unoubitshed work. At present 
It is limited to a clllzen.or na­
tional of countries that have 
signed inlornatinnnl agreements 
in which Canada participates,
10. Rtihstontlnl changes In the 
legal remedies for copyright In- 
frlngemenf. based In many cnsci 
on provisions of Britain’! yca»
and W. W, Buchanan, member.
o f  the tariff board. mimher of veiirs
The commission also studied 
industrial design, patent.s ""4 g
Uons on these will follow hom-d the ferry on the emit side
la that order. ____ Okanagan luikc
It However, with I ..
be'officially opened hi mid- 
* I th® tourist bureau mcm- 
u bora arc looking Into the fensi 
extend to rcdlffusion — the pick-kJmy- of sotting up an Informa 
Ing up of a brondenst nt â  cen-L|on liooth In the vicinity of the 
trni point for simultaneous re-
transmission to subseriliers. („  ̂'
The Canadian Assodatlon of ^  concerted cffOrt wlll be made 
Radio and Udevlsion B r o a d e n d i r e c t i o n a l  signs leading 
ers. w h i c h  also urged c a t n b - n o R  in the Cdn-
llshlng a hrondcasters right, ills 
soclntcd Itself from Ihe rcdlffii- 
sion j.ro|K),snl of the CBC. CARTO 
rcfiresents most private broad­
casters.
SeeMIOrYRIOHTS Page
lr.4 Okanagan. The Boy Scouts 
have offemi to erect the signs 
iimler the direction of a commit­
tee composed of the rod and gun 
club ami the tourist grmlp.
The local organization la also
supporting ihe rod and gun club 
In a move lo Jiave the provincial 
government constniel a road 
frOm I’enehland |o Penask Lake. 
At present the only, access to the 
|)Opiilar fishing S|X)l Is via Prince­
ton or Knmkwps, Proixxscd road 
from Pcochlnnd W ild  be obout 
.50 miles long. Rod and gun club 
estlmaten that Penask Lake 
would yleld\ nlwut 60,000 fish an­
nually.
A tourist clinic will be held In 
Kelowna April 10, according to 
E, W. Evans, commissioner of 
the B.C;-Travel Bureau. A num 
her of oxitstknding siMrakers will, 
deni wtlh various pt>ab’e.s of tjie 
tourista business.
According to tourinls bureau 
chairman t), C. Unwin Rlmiion, 
the clinic will l>o of s|>eclnl iKtne- 
fil to those who are dealing dir- 
ecliy wllh tourists, sudi as rest- 
aurant and retail store employees 
or those engaged- in the hotel or 
resort Jmslncssi > >
been received.’*
The Howe Sound mine, 30 miles 
northwest of Vancouver, was one 
of the biggest copper mines In 
the British Commonwealth and 
originally employed 800 men. The 
work force wris first cut In De­
cember. 'The, layoffs totalled 400 
by the end of January.
VICTORIA.(CP) — Mines Min­
ister K e n n e t h  Klernnn said 
Thursday the close-down decision 
of, Britannia Copper Mines was 
regrettable. „ »’
Mr, Klcrnan said there was ; 
“ nothing more” that'could bo, 
done. ” We can’t make tpo com- , 
pany keep opcrntlng,”
Red Cross F̂ und 
W ill Benefit
Mlii.s Jc.s!ilo Metcalfe, sister of 
the late William Metcalfe, fatal- , 
ly Injured In an automobile acci­
dent Tuesday night, has reqticst- 
cd [)cople wĥ ) wish to send flow­
ers earmark the donation to tha 
Red Cross fund.
Mr. Metcalfe, known as "Mr. 
Red Cross” In tills area, played 
a major role In the nnnunl cam­
paign for funds; Red Cross drlva 
officially opens tomor«:oW,
Donations may be left with 
Trench’a Drug Bloro, where an 
official receipt will bo Issued, 
Funeral services will bo con-, 
ducted this afternoon nt St. Mi­




Several huiglrcd dqllnrH dnm- 
ngo wasi dmiO. to a cur which 
struck a  centra light atapdard on 
Bernnrd and ,Ellis street liiter- 
r-ectlon last night,
No ono was Injured. A sixokes* 
man for the RCMP stated ho had 




KUTLAND-The annual mcet-i The Centennial flag wiU be 
Ing of the Cutlaml Sawmills Ltd..(presented to the Rutland Park 
was held In tire Rutland hflssicai Society on that day, o ^  raised 
Hall on Tuesday ‘ evening, Feb.! on the flagpole in a short cere- 
25. [mony. The park is the local pro-
A fair number of shareholders 1 |e c t , for Centennial year, and 
were present. Director^ report 1  ̂ mumcip
for the year ending Nov. 30th in- “ 
dicated a reduction in business
and an actual operating loss of 
about S12.000.
The fruit industries trend to­
ward fibre board boxes had re­
duced the demand for shook, it 
was learned, but later in the 
season the heavy crop brought 
increased orders, and 475.000 observe 




PEACHLAND -  George Smith 
has returned to WilUanas Lake af­
ter spending the weekend at home
a municipal body to 
whom “the flag could be present­
ed. the Park Society was .con­
sidered the most appropriate 
group to receive it. The totem 
pole, being constructed by Oliver 
Jackson, will be ready for in­
stallation soon, and it was plan- 
nc<i to have it unveiled at the 
same time.
Local churches will be asked 
the province-wide 
Day with special
Junior box was believed re-j services. The evening of AprU 
sponsible for maintaining a fair 127 will see the lighting of beacon 
margin of business, and newly across the province at 9:00 
developed pine panclUng is ex-' beacon fire is already
pected to bring increased busi- *-----------------—
ness, with the anticipated up­
swing in building. |
A new planer that had been in- j 
stalled late in 19.56 has proved of j 
great benefit. The old planer 
has been moved alongside the
use on boxbox factory for 
materials only.
Representation wa.s made re­
cently to Hon. R. Williston, min­
ister of Lands and Forests, on 
the matter of a forest manage­
ment licence, and directors arc 
hopeful that this will be granted 
In the near future. Manager 
Adelard Perrault reported that 
wholesale lumber prices are at 
a low ebb, with the average re­
turn per toousand less than any 
time of the eight years,the firm 
had been operating. Production 
had totalled 8 Vi million FBM.
Progress had been made in 
finding outlets- for Lodgepolc 
pine, Perrault reported. The op­
erating statement showed that 
lumber sales had totalled $476,- 
520.33, and in addition, lumber 
to the value of $72,871.40 had 
gone to the box factory. Due to 
surpluses from previous years 
, the company still showed a sur­
plus of $106,849.53.
Two extraordinary resolutions 
dealing with Class A and Class A 
Management shares were pre­
sented to the meeting. Both pas 
sed without opposition. Purpose 
of the resolutions was to prevent 
the concentration of Management 
shares into the hands of one 
person, or a small group, who 
might thereby control the nomi 
nation and election of directors 
All of last years directors 
were returned to office, they are: 
President, F. L. Fitzpatrick; 
vice-president, L. G. Butler; di 
rectors, Fred Marshall, A. Ward, 
Fred Weston and F. Thomeloe 
Chairman of the meeting was F 
L. Fitzpatrick and W. E. Hall 
was secretary.
The mill will resume opera­
tions as soon after March 1st as 
the yard is dry enough for the 
heavy trucks and loaders.
CENTENNIAL PLANS
Rutland Centennial Committee, 
meeting in the high school on 
Wednesday evening, decided to 
mark Centennial Dedication Day, 





A lake in northern Saskatche­
wan has been named in honor of 
an ex-Kelowna resident who was 
killed in World War II while serv­
ing with the RCAF.
Vernon Frederick McHarg son 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. McHarg, 
1423 St. Paul Street, played hoc­
key in Kelowna in 19^ and 1940, 
and joined the RCAF in the 
spring of 1941. A flight sergeant, 
he was killed in 1943 at Ercac, 
France.
The Saskatchewan government 
named McHarg Lake after the 
young airman. He was born in 
Watson, Sask., and lived there 
until 12 years of age.
Jack, a younger brother, is at 
present in Baden, Soelligen, Ger­
many, with No. 4 (F) Wing of the 
RCAF.
being prepared by the Forestry 
service on Black Mountain, near 
the Lookout.
Plans for resuming work on 
the park were discussed. Logs for 
the ornamental gate were now on 
hand as arc new poles for base­
ball and softball backstops. The 
Committee is planning to or­
ganize a bee for this weekend.
C. D. Buckland, chairman of the 
project committee reported that 
he had obtained a pump for the 
filtering system to be Installed 
at the swimmintf pool, and the 
completion of this, and rebuild­
ing of the wire fence was all that 
remained to be done there.
Gravelling of the road around 
the park, and the construction of 
the playground equipment were 
the main jobs still to be done 
otherwise. Electricity was in 
process of being installed in the 
caretakers cabin. Prospects 
were good that the park would 
be all in readiness well ahead of 
the due date. May 19, the local 
Centennial Day. \
Plans for the parade were re­
ported on by Jack Morrison, 
chairman of that committee. Mr. 
Morrison indicated there would 
be a large number of floats, old 
time vehicles, and old timers in 
costume taking part, as well as 
two or three bands. .
The ladies present discussed 
the question of refreshments for 
the day, and it was agreed that 
the committee should meet, sep- 
erately under the convenorship 
of Mrs. G. Cross, to finalize 
plans.
The sports committee, headed 
by Paul Bach will meet shortly 
to lay plans for the various base­
ball, softball and other sporting 
events. Tlie matter of a Queen 
contest was mentioned, but de­
cision left to a later meeting, The 
Centennial Committee, which 
started out a year ago with about 
six members has now groym to 
number over 30, representing 
all organizations in the com 
munity. '
RUTLAND — Dr, M. J. R. 
I>citch'. president of the Central 
Okanagan Boy Scouts Associa­
tion presented badges to a num­
ber of members of the 1st Rut­
land Scout troop on Monday 
evening. ^
In speaking to the boys he 
complimented them on their pro­
gress, and also upon the window 
display by the troop in the Rut­
land Variety store window 
Badges presented were as fol­
lows: Bushman’s Thong to Troop 
I.«ader, Harry Johnson (the first 
such award in the troop since 
before World War II, granted to 
the holder of a number of badges 
gained for knowledge of wood­
craft and essentially an out- 
doorman's insignia). Gold Cord 
(the'highest grade of cord at­
tainable, granted to holders of 
18 proficiency badges) were pre­
sented to Patrol L.eaders Ian 
Schierbcck and Tom Milne. Sec­
ond John Campbell was pre­
sented with his Queens Scout 
badge, this bringing number of 
Queens Scouts in the troop to 




Daniel Leslie Campbell died 
suddenly at Rutland Wednesday.
Born at Beaver Mouth in the 
Revelstoke district, he farmed 
there for a number of years be­
fore coming to the Okanagan in 
1956 for health reasons. Besides 
his wife, Aldyth, he is survived 
by a son Earl, of Vancouver; two 
daughters Mrs. Aldyth Hunter, 
Ottawa, and Mrs. Shelagh Mc­
Kenzie of Aklavik and three 
grandchildren.
Funeral services were conduct 
ed in Revelstoke today. Day’s 
Funeral Service was in charge of 
arrangements.
Male butterflies are most at­




Robert MacNicol, provlncia. 
president of the Canadian Legion 
will visit the local branch on 
March 7.
Legion officials and civic heads 
will meet Mr. MacNicol at a re­
ception and dinner at the Royal 
Anne that evening.
presented to Ralph Currie. Her­
bert Hardy, Peter Schierbeck, 
Second Glen Wood and Dick 
Yamaoka. A Fireman’s badge 
was awarded to Bill Cripps. Metal 
Workers badges to P.L. Tom 
Milne. Sec. Alan Simla and BUI 
Cripps. A Cub Instructor badge 
was presented to P. L. Arvld 
Kristianson, a n d  Missloners 
badges were given to P.L. Jim 
Gray, P.L. A. Kristianson, P.L. 
Tom Milne,, P.L. Bob Would, 
P.L. Ian Schierbeck, Sec. Glen 
Wood and Ralph Currie.
Before the close of the meeting 
Mr. Eric Wood, new chairman of 
the Group Committee spoke to 
the boysr expressing satisfaction 
with the progress of the troop, 
and looking forward to assisting 
the Ixjys in the activities in the 
coming year 
DAY OF PRATER 
The Women’s Day of Prayer, 
Friday last, was observed local­
ly by a joint service of all local 
Protestant women’s organiza­
tions, held in St. Aidan’s Anglican 
Church in the afternoon. There 
was a large attendance, and the 
guest speaker was Mrs. W. CTark 
of the Seventh-day Adventist 
church. Mrs. Snowden, wife of 
the Anglican minister, acted as 
chairman. Mrs. J. A. B. Adams, 
wife of the United Church min 
ister, and Mrs. A. W. Druitt also 
took parts of the service. A vocal 
duet was contributed by Donna 
and Cathie Clark. Mrs. S. Daniel 
acted as organist.
The sympathy of residents Is 
extended to the wife and famUy 
of the late Leslie Campbell, of 
Ponto Road, who passed away 
suddenly on Tuesday morning;
with Us'family. Mr. Smith has! 
been working with the B.C. 
Power Commission for two mon­
ths- and wiU be in the northern 
community for another month. He 
was accompanied by Us wife, as 
far as Kamloops. Mrs. Smith has 
gone on to Calgary for a short 
visit with, her sister. Mrs. R. 
Noonan, and her brother, Ray 
Spademan.
be bold on Tuesday, March 4 not 
’Thursday, March 6 as was prev­
iously reported.
One rink from the PeacUand 
Ladles Curling Club wiU be at­
tending the bonspiel in Summer- 
land, starting on February 28. 
Mrs. Millie Topham wiU be the 
skip, her teammates are to be 
Mrs. Mary Lou Topham. Mrs 
L.exye Dell and Mrs. Eve Beet.
Another rink has entered the 
Salmon Arm bonspiel. which 
commences the same day. The 
personnel of tUs rink include, 
Mrs. M. Ferguson, Mrs. Peg 
Whinton, Mrs. Lois Blower and 
Mrs. Jo Scammell.
•niE DAILY COURIER 
FRI., FEB. 28, ifc l
"Open House" at the school wUl Mr.s. A. Garven of Calgary Is
visiting her son-lo4aw and daugh­
ter, Mr. niKi Mrs. Jack Garra- 
way.
Mrs. L. L. Mitchell and Chas 
Bullock have been discharged 
from the Kelowna hospital, while 
Mrs. W. J. Todd was admitted to 
the hospltol, on Sunday, the 49th 
anniversary of her marriage to 
Mr. Todd.
Raymond Nicholson, ol Pipe­
stone, Man., has been a  visitor 
at the home of Us cousins, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. J. Todd, for three 
weeks.
Shirts he can . 









Small . . . . . .
Not 39c as Advertised
U N IT E D  P U R IT Y  
S T O R E S needs
F o r  s r n o o t l i  g o in g -
4-
e l v e t
r
( \
Stops stalling due to 
carburetor ̂ îcing
i
have to worry nhout bothersome winter atalUnpr when you 
fill up with B-A Velvet 98 . . .  the best gasoline ever sold. Velvet 98 is 
winter-proofed to eliminate stalling caused by carburetor icing.
And, of course, you^wiH enjoy velvet-smooth driving with B-A Velvet 98. 
B-A'a exclusive new velvet compound gives you smoother power without 
engine “rumble" or knock caused by pre-ignition.
Fill up today with B-A Velvet 98 for smooth going all the way.
Meet r. B-A, . ,fill up with B-A Velvet 98 or 88... 
Caniadâ s'Mott Modem Gasolines. '
SUPPORT THE
F O R  T H E  L IG H T  O F  M E R C Y  
M U S T  N E V E R  ( fR O W  D IM
March is Red Cross month in panada. 
Throughout the nation thousands o f  volun­
teers will give freely, gladly, of their time 
and energies to help raise the money th a t 
is BO urgently needed. These men and 
women w e  dedicated to a noble cause. 
T t e  labour brings no reward, except the 
knowledge th a t through their eflforts the 
work of mercy will go on. Won’t  you sup­
port them in their tash? March is Red 
Cross month in Canada. Please help-— 
please, give genorously—for the light of 
mercy m ust never grow dim.
RED GROSS
You serve by giving
H;447)C
T H B  e R I T I S H  A M B R I C A N  O I  I. C O M P A  N V 1.1 M I T B D
390 QUEENSV/AY
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Standard announces a new grade of gasoline...
more
s super cars
, .  . more
i
- s Vvrf.'
e m s M
S U P R E M E
GASOLINÊ
Feeling adventurous? Then take the big step ahead to a new experience in driving 
. . .  new blue Chevron Supreme!
Here is a different gasoline . . .  designed to put your car on a new level of power and 
performance.
N e w  blue Chevron Supreme is made possible by new developments in refining 
techniques . . .  a special compounding of selected gasoline stocks with advanced 
components of aircraft fuel.
The result is a super gasoline . . .  road-tested for thousands of hours on powerful new 
’58’s . . .  on late model cars . . .  even on older models with high compression engines.
The big step ahead is here. Take it today. New blue Chevron Supreme . . .  another 





Top performanoe firom ChoTTOiV 
too. Chevron Gasoline is for all 
but the highest-comprc^sion eorK
The West’e most popular economy 
gasoline, it’s  the only “regular* 
with the aame compound iyoiji gel 
In new blue Cfheyron Supreme-*- 
carburetor-cleaning Detergent* 
Action, for greater gaa ihileage.
Stop for Chevron at the red pumpi




a t  TH E  S IG N  OF T H E  C H EV R O N
w e  t a f e  b e t t e r  c a r e  o f  y o u r  c a r
S T A N D A R D  S T A T IO N S  . C 'HEVRON D E A L E R S
i i il i
i
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA LIMITED ^
i I' W  (iiu i' W '/y '.,
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S^Dse O f Balance, N eeded 
In to v e r in g  Court Cases
S o lon  E. Low  
A n d  D ynam ic
Is F o rce fu l 
P o lit ic ia n
Recently, the Ontario section of the Cana­
dian Bar Association heard a debate dealing 
v.ith the rights of the press with respect to 
the reporting of trials.fl his debate is a peren­
nial one and doesn’t seem to achieve much 
other than*c!earing the air for a time. It has 
been u topic of discussion at editors’ and 
publishers’ meetings, as well as among law- 
years’ groups.
The reptorting of court procedures, in par­
ticular, and law enforcement, in general, is 
not as bad or as good as it is sometimes 
painted. Judges and lawyers are in general 
iigreement that newspapers should publish,
. fully, the proceedings at trials. Any reporter, 
faced with the cver-insistent deadline of his 
‘ newspaper can be frustrated at the slow 
grinding of the wheels of justice. He can 
very easily lose interest.
There has been some complaint by lawyers, 
also, over the manner in which reporters at 
the scene of a crime can collect the purport 
of what witnesses may later offer in testi­
mony. This often appears much more simple 
that it actually is. A reporter working with 
busy policemen is often frustrated in tlte col­
lection of facts which the public wants. He 
has to seek out witnesses and thus piece to­
gether information which the public expects 
of its newspapers and news services.
It can be said here that in the majority of 
cases, reporters and their editors are very 
careful that only fair presentations of crime 
news get into print. At the same time, it 
must be admitted there have been incidents 
in which some reporters, seeking the sensa­
tional, got somewhat beyond the limitations 
of fairness, but these are few.
Newspapers are as cognizant of the rights 
to a fair trial of an accused person as they 
are of the freedom of the, press. Sometimes, 
police and prosecution authorities are much
tlon.
He has forecast another minor- 
iy government with neither the
By JOILN E. BIRD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) -  Solon Earl 
Low is a direct, forceful politic­
ian convinced that only Social 
Credit monetary policies can en­
sure security with freedom for 
all Canadians.
The 58-year-old leader of the 
Social Credit party believes Ca' 
Inadlan voters eventually will ac
more articulate discussing a crime than is'SJicf Ws'' 
the defence, which docs ,nol give the latter at Ottawa overnight, certainly 
an equal “break”. Then again, the mechanics not in the March 31 general elec- 
of turning out a newspaper have changed.
Only Seldom is there space or time forlj 
lengthy court reports of important trials. For progressive Conse^^  ̂
that reason the reporters invariably consider I the Liberals getting a clear ma-
that the news, at the time of a crime, 265-seat Common-s.
, I *u ^ H e thinks his partv will do bet-more actual news value ̂ a n  the court pro-|t^, ^
ccedings many months distant. Here, we do last year’s election, its most sue- 
not have quick trials of accused persons such 
as prevail in the U.S.A. In B.C. a man charg­
ed with murder must wait until the next 
assizes before he can come to trial.
The person charged with murder must 
appear before a magistrate who has to de­
cide whether the prosecution has a case 
strong enough to send the accused for trial.
Reporters must gingerly handle the evidence 
given at such hearings, beacusc certain types 
of incriminating testimony could bring down 
upon them the wrath of the trial judge, in 
the form of contempt of court.
Once sent for trial, the accused must await 
the assizes. Then before a Supreme Court 
judge and jury, the evidence is presented and 
weighed. It is assumed that the jurors are 
completely uninformed as to the details of 
the case under review.
But are they? Even if newspapers present­
ed only sketchy reports at the time the crime 
was committed, and were extremely cautious 
at preliminary hearings, some jurors would 
certainly know many details of the case.
People, it seems, have a habit of talking about 
major crimes. Factual news reports usually 
do much to eliminate damaging gossip which 
might reach the ears of prospective jurors.
It is good, however, that these discussions 
are held, because there is need for balance 
between the right and interest of the public 
and the right of litigants to a fair trial.
W hen The Last Laugh s O n You
A recent issue of Canada Weekly Review 
carried a story from St. John’s about “a 
collar-less, moustached comic strip charac­
ter” named Uncle Mose, described as “a 
take-off of a typical outport resident,” and 
one of whose cronies gave up fishing because 
he was beginning to feel like a mouse every 
summer . . . ‘‘the harder I gnawed, the fur­
ther I went into the hole.”
They and others have won their way into 
the hearts of thousands of Newfoundlanders. 
The story proved interesting reading and the 
lower line of the two column heading even 
more so. It read, “People laugh at selves,” 
-by which is meant they take in their stride 
and goodhumoredly the little digs introduced 
by author Ted Russell as he gently pokes 
fun at their way of life.
. Which is a sound philosophy commended 
to those stuffy souls who bridle visibly in 
such circumstances and thereby miss much
which would sweeten their day and its round 
of routine chores. The men who have created 
this popular newspaper feature show no mal 
ice. if some thrusts come close to home they 
are received without ruffled feelings.
The ability to laugh at oneself and one’s 
little foibles has lightened many a load. Indi­
viduals taking themselves too seriously might 
pause and consider what sort of a world it 
would be if all the other folk in it were Ii|te 
themselves. A grim prospect, indeed, it may 
be thought!
There is a wide gulf fixed between being 
wise in one’s own conceits and that quality 
known as having a good conceit of oneself, 
which means simply a  sure, yet modest, com 
fidence in one’s own capabilities. It represents 
also a balanced way of living, one of the 
bulwarks of which is a sense of humor, or 
of proportion (to put it in other words) to 
cope with life’s nievitable ups and downs.
or Party In B rita in
am
B y A L A N  H A R V E Y
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) — A split—that 
dread word — again threatens 
Britain's Labor party.
After two years of peace, the 
old conflict .shows signs of com­
ing back into the open. The divi­
sion is between a moderate lead­
ership. convinced of electoral 
victory soon, and a left - wing 
group clamoring for traditional, 
fire-in-thc-belly .socialism.
The immediate i.ssue is nuclear 
s t r a t e g y , '  Opposition Leader 
Hugh Galtskell, who has a rca 
sonnblo chance of becoming Brit- 
nin’s prime minister within tlie 
next two years, is h firm believer 
in the realities of military power.
The left-wingers, appealing to 
tho nncestral pacifism of t|»e La- 
Imm* movement and what appear 
to be {{rowing fears among or­
dinary men and women atiout 
hj-drogen liombs and ballistic
Bevan, a fiery, eloquent Welsh­
man, used to be the mainspring 
of the loft - wing movement. 
Members were known ns “Bev- 
anites" until six months ago, 
when a “ new” Bevan emerged, 
strangely subdued and uncom­
fortably draped in the ill-fittings 
of respcctablity.
In a famous speech at Labor’s 
annual conference in Brighton 
last October, Bevan switched his 
lino on tlie Il-bomb and said Brit­
ain could not go “nnked” to the 
conference table.
In that moment, he killed Bev- 
anism, Now the left - wlnger.S' 
Bevanites without Bevan — are 
active again in n newly-formed 
body, "victory for socialism." 
The president is Sir Frederick 
Messer, ■ Labor member for Tot­
tenham, but the real lender is 
Inn Miknrdo, n former Bevnnllc. 
The organization Is intended ns
of which is that Britain should 
not accept rocket bases until 
after summit talks are held with 
Russia.
The rebels insist that Socialists 
should oppose rocket bases with 
out reservations
The next move is expected to 
be a stern warning from ■ the 
leadership that "victory for so­
cialism" must ,not become a 
party within a party, as the Bev- 
nnito group u.sed to be.
Bevan is said to have expres­
sed the view that the ginger 
group is acting unwisely. Some 
political observers, however, be­
lieve Bevan Is torn two ways In 
the dispute, between his new re­
spectability and his old leftward- 
leaning loyalties, and it would be 
no surprise to some to .see him 
do another tactical somersault.
If so. tlie split would be as wide 
open as it was three or four
........ .a ginger group, promoting the years ago, and Labor’s hopes of
nds.sllen. threaten to brixik wUl)|fuil - blooded, militant soeinll.smicnkewalklng to victory In the 
officinl policy. , ’ "
A d if f e r e n t  BEVAN ‘
Seemingly caught In the mid-
^^0die IS Aneurln iNyc) Bevan, 
probable foi-uign secretary in n 
future Labor government,
T H E  D A IL Y  C O U R IE R
R. P. MacLcnn. Publlslier
Publl.shed every aftemoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays nt 493 
Deylo Avo., Kclownnl. B.C. b> 
The Kelowna Courier Litnited.
Meml!«ra Audit Bureau of Ch> 
culnttons, '
Member of "nio Canadian Press.
The Canadian Press is exciu- 
slvely entitied to the use for rc- 
publication of alt news dcspotchc;i 
ctxditeii to it or to Ttio Assoclntco 
Press or Routers'in this 
rnd nlso the Ideal nows published 
trerein. All rights of republica 
lion of ?|K!Clal dispatches lierein 
DIO nl.*io reserved.
Snbsvrlplton rales*carrier do- 
Itvery, city district 30e per 
week, cariliSr bdy coitecting every 
2 weeks. Suput1»aiil where
earner or dcllvdfy atrrvko Is 
ynafhtatped. rates as nbovo.
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US.A., «LV(V) |ief .year; single 
ropy junlc'd price, S cenl.s; $1.50 
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the Bcvnnllc.s used to espoiuso 
Already, the Inidy lias clashed 
with Labor’.s official policy on mi- 
clear strategy, a principal point
-1"
next general election would be 
sharply reduced. The election, 
which must be held by 1960, Is 
expected next spring.
cessful in terms of numbers 
elected.
IN FIFTH CAMPAIGN
Like the other leaders, Mr. 
Low lists the state of the econ­
omy, agricultural problems and 
trade policies as election issues, 
but these take second place as 
usual to the party’s perennial ap­
peal that Canadians give Social 
Credit an opportunity; to intro­
duce its monetary reform pol 
ides.
The former Alberta school 
teacher is leading his party into 
a federal general election for the 
fifth time since he was elected 
national leader in 1944.
In last year’s campaign, Mr 
Low was not as active as he had 
been in the campaigns of 1945, 
1949 and 1953. He suffered a 
heart attack in Calgary in the 
fall of 1955 and his doctor or­
dered him to take things easier. 
However, he plans to step up 
the tempo this year and deliver 
20 to 25 major speeches outside 
his own constituency of Peace 
River,
“I had a medical check-up and ' 
feel fine,” he said in an inter­
view here as the campaign got 
under way. “However, I have to 
be more careful than before- the 
attack in 1955."
ALBERTA FARM BOY 
Mr. Low, born on a southern 
Alberta farm where as a boy he 
milked 20 cows a day and walked 
114 miles to school, was one of 
the early disciples of Social 
Credit monetary theories.
He first became interested 
while attending the University of 
Southern California, where he 
made a study of the writings of 
H. Douglas, Scottish-born ex 
ponent of Social Credit. He felt 
they were based simply on adapt 
ing Biblical teachings to political 
practices.
Ever since, his political phit 
osophy has been closely tied to 
religious concepts 
An experience in the early 
1930s while he was teaching at 
Raymond, Alta., high school con 
vinced him more than ever that 
Social Credit could solve the 
country’s economic ills.
Depression had gripped the 
Prairies and 18 teachers at the 
school found themselves working 
without salaries. Town authorit­
ies issued scrip, which was used 
in  lieu of money.
CIRCULA'nON STOPPED 
A court injunction finally slop­
ped circulation of the scrip be 
cause it violated federal cur 
rency laws. However, the prae 
tice tided the teachers over a dif­
ficult period.
To Solon Low, this was con 
Crete evidence that the theory of 
Social Credit was workable—that 
what was physically possible was 
financially possible. It was proof 
to him that debt - free money 
could be issued by the federal 
government to meet any unfore 
seen deficiency of revenue, pro- 
vi(led current production and 
consumption would justify such a 
step
The answer to economic ilk 
he felt then as now, was to put 
more purchasing power into the 
hands of the people.
He soon found himself in a 
position where he could attempt 
to implement Social Credit th(̂ - 
ories. He was elected In the 1935 
Social Credit landslide that swept 
the movement to power In Al­
berta under the late William 
Aberhart. Two years Intep, Mr, 
Low became provincial treas 
urer.
But the federal courts and the 
Privy Council disallowed much of 
the new government’s fiscal leg 
islation.
Mr. Low was provincial treas 
urer for seven of his 10 years in 
the Alberta legislature, from 1935 
to 1945. Ho nlso was minister of 
education and minister without 
portfolio, holding the latter post 
after b e i n g  elected national 
leader at n party convention In 
Toronto in 1944.
YOUNGEST PARTY CHIEF 
Of Canada's current major 
party lendi-rs, Mr. Low is the 
only one who has been a pro 
vinclal cabinet minister or a 
member of a legislature. At 68 
he also is the youngest of the 
four
Ho won a seat In (he Commons 
in 1945 and (eiok over Icadcrslilp
SOLON E. LOW
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
I Mr, Low has represented Peace 
River ever since.
I Born at Cardslon. Alta., centre 
of Mormonism in Canada, he 
was one of a farm family of nine 
children. At 18, he was teaching 
a* rural school of 20 pupils.
Mr. Low took on the job of So­
cial Credit leader when an MP’s 
salary was only Sl.OOO annually, 
less than he received as an Al­
berta cabinet minister. The ses 
signal indemnity now Is $10,000. 
This is all Mr, Lw gets as he 
received no pay from his party.
Of Scottish and English parent­
age—his father helped writd the 
constitution of the state of Utah 
he is an active member of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints. In 1951, he managed 
a basketball team of Mormon 
mi.s.sionarics in O t t a w a  that 
reached the national playoffs 
Mr. Low married twice. He 
had. three children by his first 
wife, whom he married in 1920 
and later divorced, and five by 
his second, whom he married in 
of the Social Credit group therejl932. He and his second wife, one 
from John Blackmore, Jong-time of his former high school pupils, 
member for Lethbridge, Alta, now make thefr home in Ottawa.
10 TEARS AGO 
Febmary, 1048
W. H. H. McDougall was elect­
ed chairman of the newly-formed 
Kelowna Figure Skating Club at 
a meeting held in the Board of 
Trade rooms Wednesday after­
noon.
mere© when It met for the an­




Mrs. H. Taggart was elected 
junior deputy grand mistress of 
. Bie Pro\’incial Loyal Orange 
Steady growth of the City of Benevolent As.sociation at a meet-
Kelowna has resulted in another 
well-known Vancouver firm open­
ing an office in the Orchard City. 
Hume and Rumble Ltd., one of 
the largest electrical contracting 
firms in Western Canada, will 
officially open its new offices on 
Saturday at 1135 Ellis Street.
20 YEARS AGO 
February, 1938
R. F. "Dick" Parkinson, past 
president of the Junior Board of 
Trade, was elected president of 
the B.C. Junior Chamber of Com-
L E U E R  T O  T H E  E D IT O R
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
“OFF WITH HIS HEAD!’'  ,to living with himself for the rest 
Nobody thought much' about of his life, whether in prison or 
what is now called capital punisli-, out of prison. Now 1 grant you 
ment in the cheery days of Rich-' there may be some devilish kill- 
ard III or of Henry VIII. I .stood, ors. but I am inclined to think 
last summer, in the Bloody Tower that most murders are done in
where many notable people heat of passion. A killer, who
long ago also stood and lived prior allowed to live, will remember
to their last walk to Tower Hill, all his days .that he has taken a 
the block and the axe. I was also htc.
in the Place de la Concord in| I not think we ought to put
Paris which, as I was told, was I judges and juries in the position
the scene of all sorts of head-i where they are forced to take a
loppings in the days of the French 1 hfu by their decisions and theii
revolution. Well, there was only j sentences. It is better that the
one sort. The guillotine rose and | Prisoner should bear the respon-
fell and each time the sharp jsibility of his crime and remem-
knife descended a head fell into i her that because of his passion
the basket. - o)" his greed or whatever it was





There is so much talk about un 
employment. My opinion is that 
if some of these married women 
who'aro working in offices and 
whose husbands are also draw­
ing a good salary should stay at 
home and look after their homes 
and give younger girls an oppor­
tunity. It might improve things 
and cut down on the number of, 
delinquents. It's time this matter 
was investigated, If married wo­
men stayed home it would lead 
to more contentment and happi­
ness. I would like to see a change.
A SUBSCRIBER
ing held in Victoria.
40 TEARS AGO 
February, 1918
The Horticultural branch of the 
Provincial Department of Agri­
culture will again hold packing 
schools during February and 
March. The schools will last five 
days, with ten lessons of two and 
a half hours each, and the fee is 
$2.00 for the course to cover cast 
of instructor, apples, packing 
paper, etc.
SO YEARS AGO 
February, 1908,
Black Mountain notes: If Ml.s- 
sion Creek is not cleared of drift 
timber before high water,‘It will 
be us for the tall timber for sure. 
—The government is busy doing 
nothing ns yet to the hills on .our 
road, but we hopd they will re­
member our wee plea.—A post of­
fice is badly needed here. The 
mails could be delivered by the 
present Vernon-Kclowna stage by 
a slight deviation in route which 
would entail only about half a 
mile additional to the distance 
now travelled.
REJECT FLAN
PARIS (Reuters) — The na­
tional assembly Tuesday night 
rejected a motion calling on the 
government to introduce a billi 
changing the’system of voting in 
parliamentary elections to bring 
it in line with the British consti­
tuency system. Deputies now 
are elected by a complicated pro­
portional representation system.
pro and con, about this matter of It k.  J  u tJ
capital punishment. It ocurred t o' breath of life.
me that some thoughts might boi.. . , . , . -
voiced which I have not seeni^^^^ barbarous business of killmg
voiced elsewhere. I am inclined 
to agree that killing a man who 
has killed really achieves noth­
ing. It is justice, 1 suppose, but 
it does smhek of revenge. The 
alternative to execution appears 
to be imprisonment. Usually, 
when the death sentence is com­
muted, the sentence substituted 
is that of life imprisonment. That 
means a period of years! and not 
necessarily incarceration for life. 
It is the hope that the ‘lifer’ may 
be allowed out which sparks the 
joy in the hearts of the relatives 
of a .reprieved killer. No one 
v/ould wish the said relatives to 
suffer. One miight hope also that
the killer will cease. At the same 
time, I would like to leave this 
thought with those who get so 
worked up about the possibility 
of a killer being hanged. While 
you are lavishing sympathy upon 
the condemned man, remember 
to have sympathy for the old 
man, or the child or the girl, and 
their loved ones who grieve for 
one whom that killer did Dot 
permit any longer to live.
While research is the key ob­
jective of the B.C. Heart Founda­
tion and its affiliates, contribu­
tions to the 1958 Heart Fund also 
make it possible for the Foun­
dation to disseminate the latest 
scientific knowledge to B.C. resi­
dents through their doctors and 
through community heart pro­
grams.
m m m m t i x
NO LEAP YEAR THIS:
Be shrewd young Miss. . .  
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BIBLE THOUGHT
MECHANICAL MUSCLES FOR CRIPPLES
Dr. Kenneth S. I-amlmier of 
the U.S. Nnilonnl Foumlalinn 
for Infantile ParniyslH demon- 
strides an ortificlal muscle 
wtilfh makeii, ttossible tlie use 
o( paridyfed hand!). The "hand 
mqUvaUu”  >s n muscle made
of nylon fibre which can bo 
fllkHl or emptied wUh cnrlxm 
dioKide with a touch of the 
switch. The gas expands and 
r{)Iaxc« the muaelc, thus con­
trolling the movements of the 
first two tingcra on the hand.
These things have I spoken 
that your joy might be full. John
the killer might have learned 15:11. 
something before he regained his The purpose of religion is not 
l i b e r t y . — " to make people sad but to make
One of the great trials of life with no regrets and
is to be deprived of one’s liberty. km ^ly_^iem or^
Even if one lived in a palace, 
but without the liberty of leaving 
it, the anguish could be terrific.
If the pppular desire is that a 
killer should be adequately pun­
ished (and there has been such 
popular desire when a policeman 
or a child has been murdered) it 
might be well to remember that 
imprisonment for life, or even for 
lengthy, though abbreviated, 
period of years could be simply 
dreadful. And then I think that 
those who are in favor of capital 
punishment should remember 
that if  the killer is allowed to | 
live he is inevitably condemned'
PUBLIC MEETING
at KELOWNA HIGH SCHOOL 
8 p.m. Monday, March 3 
Guest Speakers wiU be 
PROF. E. MORRISON 
PROF. J. KATZ 
The topics will be 
‘CRISES IN EDUCATION* 
Does eduction challenge the 
ability of our children. 
Overcrowded school—1960?
Need extra cash for car repairs?
A NIAGARA loan will banish cares!
M
O L O A N S
Larg«it All-Canodlan Loan Company
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KELOWNA, B.C.
Branches throiihgout British Columbia
ChlUlwack:
Boyd Building, 3 Gore Ave., Chilliwack, B.C. Phone; 2-9831 
New Westminster:
513 ColumblR St., New Westinins^r, B.C. Phone LA. 1-188S
Nanaimo;
Windsor Building, 77 Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo, B.C. Phone 2979
Prince George:
144 Cleorge St., Prince George, B.C. Phono 510
Nelson: • ,
560 Baker St., F.O. Box 400, Nelson, B.C., Phono KWB 
Soiitii Burnaby;
3653 Kingaway. Phono HE. .9550 
Vanco(iver:
146 East Broadnfay, Vancouver, B.C. Phono DI, 0205
Vanco'iivcri
Rm. 200, 455-GranvIUe St„ Voncouver, B.C. Phono TA,
Victoria:
630 Fort St„ Victoria. B.C. Phono 4-9365,
1257
Thli #<f»<iiii«»tn| II noi pubjjihcj of dupliycd by tb* Liquor Conuol Ooird or by the Oovcmnrni o( Onmh Coluabjy.
T h e r e  j u s t  h a v e  t o  b e  
m o r e  s c h o o ls
Right now, over 3 million children are regis­
tered at elementary and secondary schools in 
Canada. During the next 10 years enrollment 
will grow to qt least 4 million. Accordingly, 
many n^w schools will have to be built.
The financing of new schools is undertaken 
by the school boards and< municipalities with 
Provincial Govefrnment assistance, and 
they usually issue debentures in order to 
spread the cost over a period of years.
Life Insurance Compatiiea hove supplied o 
large port of these funds and today they hold 
25% of all outstanding mbnicipol bonds in 
Canada. Thus, part of the money paid by you 
in Life Insurance premiums may return to 
your community, to help build schools for 
your children.
Such investments by the Life Insurance 
Companies in Conadopn behalf of their policy- 
. holders contribute to Conodo's growth and 
i progress, important to everyone.
THE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
IN CANADA
' ' ■ ' L'WTC ' '  t
D a n ce  S a tir is t Iva 
Coming To Empress
HlTtiER AND YON
M any Showers 
Honor Bride-Elect 
Miss Elsie Newick
GOING ABROAD . . . Mrs. B. 
D. Griffin, 637 Burse Ave.. leaves 
tomorrow morning from Salmon 
Arm aboard *The Canadian" for 
Montreal, where she will visit for 
a few days. On Friday, March 7. 
she will leave Montreal and board 
the ‘Corlnthia*’ the following day 
bound for Cobh (pronounced 
Cove), Ireland, for an indefinite 
stay.
S. Qkanagan Guides and Brownies 
M ay Have A Permanent Camp
IVA K lT C llE L L
Iva Kitchcll, .America’s num­
ber one dance satirist, defies de­
scription! She is known on the 
one hand as ’’the girl who can 
crack a joke with her toe.” and 
on the other hand as having "the 
grace of a Pavlova."
Looking at herself in the mirror 
one day, she said—to herself, 
"Iva, let’s take your short legs, 
your funny face, and your sense 
of humor, and carve out a new 
kind of career for you.” Since 
then neither Iva, called by her 
Civic Music As.sociation mem-’fellow dancers. “Poison Iva” , 
bers who attend her concert in nor anyone else has had time to 
the Empress Theatre next Mon-  ̂be bored. She impersonates all 
day. March 3. will be i'Xi b i jvj sorts of people seen at parties, in 
laughing to know exactly what shops or on trains, as well as star 
to think, but they are sure to figures of theatre and ^concert 
want to see her again and again! ‘
Born in Junction City, Kansas.
she made her debut on stage as
stage.
“JtITCHELL NERVE”
Iva has a comedienne’s face, a
Cupid, at the age of four. Clad dancer’s heart, and a mop of
In cheesecloth, and flourishing a 
bow and arrow from a precarious 
perch on a see^saw, she toppled 
—and wept—not because she was 
hurt, but because the audience 
laughed. Iva thinks this was an 
auspicious debut-an omen of 
things to come.
By the time she was 14. she 
was a member of the Chicago 
Opera Ballet. She toured with a 
Russian ballet company before 
she decided her forte lay in an' 
other direction. Ballet alone did 
not satisfy her, so she took a year 
off to prepare her first program 
for the concert stage. The result 
was a Carnegie Hall debut un­
animously acclaimed by the 
critics.
“ POISON IVA’*
Her own author, choreographer 
and costume desigt)er, "Poison 
Iva” also has her own brand of 
hilarious drollery, which packs 
theatres In the U.S., Canada and 
South America.. She is especial­
ly known for.putting on a fast- 
moymg, one-woman show that 
sparkles with brilliant dancing 
-While poking fun a t all- sort of 
people who take themselves too 
seriously.
It all began simply enough. 
Iva Kitchell was just a little or­
phan girl who was sent to take 
dancing lessons for her health. 
She became amazingly healthy, 
learned to dance extremely well, 
and then things began to happen
curly hair that was made to order 
for her work, and has never been 
fussed with by a hairdresser. In 
fact Miss Kitchell says she has 
never been inside a beauty shop. 
Of course she will go some time 
—and come out with a new dance 
pantomime!
At first it was hard to persuade 
any manager that one girl could 
hold and entertain an audience 
for an entire evening with a pro­
gram of corriic dances; so Iva 
became her own manager. After 
three seasons of barnstorming 
and women’s clubbing, she felt 
it time to try something bigger, 
so she rented Carnegie Hall and 
prepared to put on a concert of 
her own,.  ̂ "This is something 
comparable to renting the Yan­
kee Radium for a friendly soft- 
ball ^ m e ,” said a Collier writer.
Iva Kitchell landed firmly on 
her, feet that night in 1946. The 
audietace laughed and cheerd, and 
critics applauded. John Martin of 
the New York Tiihes said, “If 
Miss Kitchell has her eye on Ma­
dison Square Garden, her frienc^ 
meed feel no qualms. She' is a 
gay and winning entertainer with 
a wonderful sense of comedy and 
that gift for timing that has to 
be inborn.”
Now Iva is^ontented, for she 
is kept busy working at the thing 
she loves—bringing an evening of 
hilarious dances to large audi­
ences throughout the country.
During the past week a series 
of bridal showers has honored 
bride-elect Miss Elsie Newick, 
whose mai;riage to Mr. Murray 
Green takes place Saturday.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, hostessed 
one of the earliest of these, at 
which 20 guests gathered to pre­
sent Miss Newick with a collec­
tion of canned goods. A Valentine 
theme and decor was used on 
this occasion and the gifts were 
presented in a colorful Valentine 
box. Following an evening of 
games, the hostess served tea.
A miscellaneous shower was 
given by Mrs. Blanche Moore 
February 18, and on the 19th the 
Kinette choir presented their fel­
low-member with a variety of 
preserves. The only single mem­
ber of the choir, which she join­
ed last fall. Miss Newtek too, will 
belong to the ranks of the mar­
ried members following her mar­
riage Saturday.
BRIDESMAIDS HONOR BRIDE
Gifts of china and glass fea­
tured the shower hostessed by 
bridesmaids Miss Moira Bell and 
Miss Gayle Lindroth, which was 
given February 20 at the former’s 
home on Oxford Ave.
Eighteen friends gathered at 
the home of Mrs. Tommy Simard, 
Vernon, last Saturday, for the 
miscellaneaus shower given in 
Miss Newick’s honor, with Mrs. 
Marj. Graves as co-hostess. Gifts 
Ion this occasion were presented 
1 in a wishing-well.
On Wednesday evening of this 
week staff members of Loan 
Hardware, where the bride-elect 
is employ^, showered their fel­
low pem ber with a lovely array 
of miscellaneous gifts. This show­
er was held at the home of Mrs 
W. Grant on Saucier Ave.
MANITOBA VISIT . . . Mrs 
Helen Murray, of Okanagan Mis­
sion, accompanied by her son, 
Randy, are travelling .aboard 
The Canadian” to Brandon and 
Winnipeg, where they will spend 
a month or six weeks visiting 
Mrs. Murray’s parents and many 
other relatives.
HERE FROM COAST . . , Ex- 
pected from White Rock to stay 
in Mrs. Grififn’s home on Bumc 
Ave., are Mr. i^nd Mrs. T. Bowers 
and fa.mily.
PEACHLAND Ways and 
means of raiding money for the: 
purchase of a campsite for 
Guides and Brownies of the 
South Okanagan is being 'studied, 
and Mrs. Arthur Kopp and Ham- 
ish McNeill rcpresentqid Peach- 
land at the committee meeting 
held for this purpose in Summer- 
land recentb'. ’
An option has been taken on 10 
acres of land two miles north of 
Wilson’s Landing on the west side 
of the lake, owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Dimitri Shoch. This prop­
erty is secluded and has 1,000 
feet of lake frontage with a sandy 
beach. There is a grassy wooded 
flat suitable for pitching tents 
and for the construction of build­
ings. .The water supply has been 
approved by the health author­
ities. and the land is snake-freq 
EXAMINE PROPERTY 
Last weekend Mrs. B. Blag-
Art Exhibit Features 
Noted Artists hiidiwaY fidlii’
British Prisoners 
Study The Arts;
LONDON (CP) British pris­
oners are so keen to improve 
their knowledge that jail author­
ities can’t keep up with the de­
mand for lessons.
Britain’s prison commissioners 
report there are 1,100 evening 
classes, ranging from reading 
courses for illiterates to the arts 
and technical subjects. Discus 
sion groups of all Unds are also 
encouraged.
Attendance at all prisons is 
voluntary, but art, music and 
handicraft classes are so popular 
there are waiting lists every­
where. '
The prison curriculum permits 
prisoners to sit for the general 
certificate of education and also 
for degree examinations with the 
co-operation of the London Uni 
versity.
Rural Women's Organization To 
Have National Secretary Soon
OTTAWA ( CP) — A new na­
tional headquarters—of the Fed 
crated W o m e n’s Institutes of 
Canada—is soon to be added to 
the capital’.̂  directory.
Mrs, Keith Rand of Fort Wil­
liams. N. S.. FWIC president, 
Thur.sday said the rural women’s 
organization is assured of office 
Space here as soon as a national 
secretary is hired. The job is to 
be advertised in April.
Mrs. Rand and a five-member 
sub - executive committee ended 
a four-day meeting here Thurs­
day. •
E.stnbllshmcnt of a notional of­
fice was supported by the 60- 









Octo-tional convention here last 
her.
'The FWIC now has about M.- 
000 rriembers in the 10 provinces 
and is affiliated with the Asso­
ciated Country Women of the 
World, an international body. \
The sub - executive meeting 
named Mrs. Hand and Mrs. E.J. 
Roylance of Greenwood, B. C., 
first vice-president, as delegates 
to the ACWW triennial meeting 
at Edinburgh next August.
Tlie committee also discussed 
the Canadian institutes’ financial 
contributions to flood relief in 
Ceylon, where a sister rural 
women's o r g a n i z a t i o n  was 
founded by Canadian - born Dr. 
Mary Rutnam.
Canadian w o m c n’.s institutes 
already have contributed more 
than $500 to the relief fund.
Members of the sub-executive 
meeting here with Mrs, Rand 
and Mrs. Roylance included Mrs. 
T. H. Howes, Millet, Alta., and 
Mrs. W. L. Clark, C o n q u e s t ,  
Sn.sk.
"Heart research anywhere 
helps hearts everywhere,” n B,C. 
Heart Foundation Speaker point­
ed out recently. "There: are no 
geographical limitations on the
Women Need Share 
In Community Work
MONTREAL (CP) — Commu­
nity work is a woman’s respon­
sibility to society, says Mrs. 
Chaya Surchin of New York, 
president of the Pioneer Women’s 
Organization of America.
A former Montrealer, Mrs. Sur­
chin said in an interview that 
women should realize "life does 
not begin and end with the fam­
ily.”
“I feel sorry for women who 
can find no tim e for any work 
outside their homes. Working in 
the com m unity not only enriches 
w om an’s life, but it is a re- 
SDonsibility to society that women 
should share in.”
Mrs. Surchin said a woman 
could be a successful homemaker 
and community worker by sim­
ply planning her activities well.
"And if parents are sincere In 
their community work, it will be 
reflected by their children. At 
times, a child might resent the 
time parents devote to outside in­
terests. But later on the child will 
realize how important the work 
is and be better equipped in turn 
to take on the responsibility.
Mrs, Surchin's daughter, Mrs 
S. I. Borod of Montreal, is ex­
ecutive secretary of the Canadian 
Pioneer Women,
in our free world,” he continued
PARAMOUNT PHONE3111
Avoid wnlUng In line to buy tickelR — Buy Book TIcketn In 
advance at W. R. Trench Ltd.. Wlllita-Taylor or 
W^ithank Pharmacy.
7i00 and 9:09 p.in.
IJ
, Now Showing: Three Big Days
' : : ~ ' E L V i s ’
Pr e s le y
AT HIS GREATEST!
i(| hit (frit big (hamaUc tlnoing rohil'
Jailhouse
Rock
. Satni^ay Continuous from 1:00 -— Three Cartoons 
Coming Monday •> Double Rill <• Note Times, 7 & 0:20 p,m.
"qURSE OF FRANKENSTEIN"
"X  THE U N K N O W N "
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
Pointed Toes And 
Stiletto-Slim Heels
Whether a woman puts her best 
foot forward or backward, she 
is likely to stab somebody this 
year, for the In^st shoos com 
bjno a sharply pointed too with 
a stiletto-slim heel,' for a knife- 
thin look In footwear. Color is up 
to you—the more shades in your 
shoo wardrobe the better dressed 
you’ll be!







I4«5 E llbS l. 
Opp^Me IIm» Po«t Oflict
borne. Divisional OMnmissioner; 
Mrs. C. E. Piers. District Com­
missioner, and Mrs. A, Kopp. 
captain of the 1st Peachlaod 
Company of Guides, motored to 
the proposed campsRe to exam­
ine liic- property. All agreed that 
it has tremendous possibilities 
With camping as the greater 
part of "Guiding” program, and 
most of ^ e  work done during the 
year leading up to summer camp­
ing, it is felt that a permanent 
camp must be established for 
Guides and Brownies. In time, 
when buildings are erected, it is 
hoped that the Brownies also will 
be able to go to camp—they are 
hot allowed to camp tents.
Total cost of the property men­
tioned is approximately $6,000, 
and a campaign for funds started 
this week. Personal calls at the 
homes of Peachland Guides and 
Brownies to interest parents in 
the project are being made by 
Mrs. Kopp and Mr. McNeill. Ibe  
latter also serves on the finance 
committe with S. Hodge and F. 
E. Atkinson, both of Summerland. 
The drive’ will continue until 
May 1,
T n m  the Winnipeg Art Gallery 
aiKi from private coUectiona of 
Winnipeg citizens, comes the next 
exhibition of pidntings in the 
library board room Manh S to 
20.
Many noted artists are repre­
sented in "The Winnipeg Show” , 
one of the Western Art Circuits 
important, showings for 1958.
F R L . F E B . 28, 1958 ■niE DAILY COURIER
TO AWARD SCBQLARSmPS
OTTAWA (CP)—The .Canadian 
Good Roads Association Thurs­
day announced it will award live 
$2,000 scholarship^ in 1958 to Ca­
nadian engineeiTr for post-gradu 
ate study of highways and high­
ways transportation. Funds for 
the scholarships are being con-
in firmi *̂te 
lip in t h e
.*TVhat if you do have e  24* 
hour pass? X esh’t stay up all 
that Uroe!"
Hardening of the arteries and 
high blood pressure cause about 
90 per cent of all heart and blood 
vessel diseases, according to the 
B.C. Heart Foundation# "The im- 
derlying causes of these disorders 
arc still unknown, the Founda­
tion reports.
CAR ON THE SPOT?
Our tow-car will 
get there quick 
as a flash!
We’re as near rs Ihe closest phone
whenever or wherever you need tow- 
car service. We’re '*qn call” 24 hours 
a day. Just phone 3812.
GEM AUTO SERVICE
VERNON RD. PHONE 3812
S T R O N G
g o v e r n m e n t
Today B.C.—and Canada-^tand on the Ijirink (rf r^ lly  Ug things.
In the words of the Prime Minister, “everything without regard tojim it” will be done to 
provide' work for Canadians and an opportunity for the better things of life—through 
vigorous development of our resources, increased foreign trade, social security and moral 
leadership among th(B nations.
The continuance of these vital tasks is the pledge of your Diefenbaker Government, whkh 
ha^ already fulfilled so many of its 1957 promises: to taxpayers, home-builders, senior citizens, 
agriculture, industry . . . and YOU.
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Championship Basketball 
Centres W eekend Stage
Championship basketball will 
be front and centre on the Kel­
owna sports scene this weekend.
The B.A. Oilers, defending in­
terior champions, Mill be hosting 
the Kamloops Clothiers, follow­
ing their close loss to the north­
ern club last night.
The Golden Owls, high school 
boys .team, will host Oliver to­
night at 8:30, in the first of a 
two -  game, total • point, back-U>
HOCKEY SCORES
KELOWNA TIES UP' JUNIOR SERIES
Kelowna Juniors flew through 
60 minutes of clean, fast hockey 
in the Memorial Arena last 
night, Coming away with a
5-2 win, deadlocking their 
championship series with Ver­
non at 1-1. One of the gamest 
young fellows on the Kelowna
club was young Ralph Boy­
chuk, an all-out defenceman 
whose scoring records reads 
like a forward’s. Above, Boy­
chuk, left is seen busting 
through with the victory grin 
on his face after eluding the 
Vernon defence.
SPORTLIGHT
One OSHL Swan Song Sung 
-O th er Drowned in Riot
By GEORGE INGUS 
(Charier Sports Edttsr)
There were two swan songs in the OSHL Wednesday 
night.
■ In Kelowna, it was the graceful and sportsmanlikfc re- 
•tirement of the Penticton V’s, in favor of the Packers, with the 
' notes of the melody being written in a major key.
In Vernon, the heart-rending melody of thp Vernon Can­
adians erupted in a wild evening pf discordant sound, but with 
one chorus rising above the crunching of chairs, plop of wet 
garbage and smack of hardwood sticks—COMEBACK!
The V’s were raring to go in an attempt to gain back some 
of the advantage the Packers had gained, but the red and white 
club were on top right from the opening whistle.
Skating hard and checking soundly, the Packers played 
the best gatn^Sihey have turned out against the spoilers from 
the south, in a fast, clean game that was a credit to both clubs 
and to the game of hockey.
— Out_orMhe fee between the first and second period, there 
was a di^ibution of loot, with three of the players receiving 
distinctions for their season’s play, in a ceremony ably con­
ducted _by Bob Giordano and George Bogress, co-editors of
GEORGE INGUS — SPORTS EDITOR




Two of the awards, for leading the club’s scoring race and 
the most popular player award, y/ant to team captain' Jim 
Middleton, the burly left-winger who has carried the colors of 
the club ever since they turned senior ‘‘A”, in 1949.
Second in the most popular player award was Harry 
“Hurricane” Smith, a young and powerful defenceman who has 
proven to be a big asset-to the club with his zest for the game, 
endearing him to the fans also.
Dave Gatherum’s award, most valuable player to his team, 
was a popular choice, even though it was a close decision. It 
was a ballbt among his t^am-mates that turned the tide, how­
ever, and gave the stubby net-minder the approval of his fel­
low players, as well as the vote of the coaches.
A runner-up for the valuable player award was Pat Co­
burn, the all-star defence veteran who has been the mainstay 
in the Packers’ blue line staff, one of the best the league has 
ever seen.
A fitting tribute, one often overlooked, was the presenta­
tion of corsages to Mesdames Gatherum and Middleton, the 
gals behind the scenes, capping a fine ceremony.
The evening ended on high notes.
T H E  OLD GREY MARE
Around valley circles, the Vernon Canadians had been 
getting the treatment in every coffcc-stimulatcd discussion to 
be overheard in any of the four cities. They were over the hill, 
around the bend, and generally gone by the board.
Their performance in the season’s play gave reason to 
believe that they no longer had the sting that made them the 
national champs two years ago, and in the first three games 
of the play-offs, the Chiefs seemed to have the upper hand.
They rose up on Wednesday night with a come-back vic­
tory that ended in a riotous display of animal spirits that 
threatened to become a major riot before it was quietened. 
Players spilled from both benches, and fans poured onto the 
ice. Missiles filled the air, the minutes licked by, and pandc- 
niunhiin reigned.
Just after peace was restored and the penalties assessed, 
there was a second eruption ns coach George Agar volubly 
protested the fact that the heavy balance of penalties, 4-1, had 
been handed to the Canucks.
The sum and total for the Canucks is the los^ of Frank 
king from the ranks, awaiting nr suspension ruling from 
j BCAHA president Ed Benson. King, the guy who chopped six 
of Harry Smith's teeth out in an unprovoked cross-checking 
I attack.
The actual nature of King’s infraction is just a little tough 
to determine, from this distance, but a velvet-glove version is 
tliat itb “sent Warwick sprawling," which could mean anything 
from a body-check to a lethal attack, using any weapons from 
a padded shoulder to an unpadded stick, TIk: main thing is 
that hp received a “five minute match misconduct," (yes, that’s 
what the man said) and will prbbably have further action 
taken against him by the BCAHA, prexy, who is death on 
aUackers.* \
The boyish exuberance of the fans, which the radio com- 
nicnlalor insisted were Kamloop? fans, \v.is testimony to the 
fcvcr-pitch of f<rcllng running In this scries up north, and the 
display of power by fhe Canucks In running up a 6d  score 
before the riots came, \
Ibo  scries goes again tonight in Kamloops, with a sixth 
game assured for ,Saturday nlgtit back in Vernon, and both 
‘ Monday and.Tiipsday o f next week open if necessary.
The final series for the Willoughby Cup will start In the 
Memorial Arena here on VVedn(“$day night at 8 p.m.,' unless 
tliere ard uny further changes, which scent unlikely right ndw.
SVhiclhcvcr way tho battling scmi-finalisii go, the final 
will! bcf a tough series. '
The Kelowna juniors roared 
back at home last night before 
a slim group of spectators, mak­
ing eve^  minute coiinl as. they 
rapped in five goals to take Ver­
non 5-2 and tie up their valley 
final series pt 1-1 in games.
Date for th^ final and deciding 
game, to be played in Vernon, 
is not set yet, but mayTje Sunday;
Nick Bulach and George Red- 
lick, both juveniles moved up to 
the juniors recently, each earned 
a Brace of pretty goals in the vic­
tory and Dennis (^asey added the 
other. •
Tom Barr, rugged Vernon for­
ward, wearing a hair-line centen 
nial beard, rapped in both Vernon 
markers.
NO LAPSES
Showing the same power that 
led them to a second-period 2-0 
lead in Vernon in the first game, 
the locals showed no sign of 
lapsing all game, although Ver­
non threatened twice with dis­
plays of aggressive power that 
was ia the best traditions of Ver­
non clubs.
Both clubs playhd fast and -ag­
gressive hockey, with a minimum 
of penalties, and a maximum of 
crowd-pleasing hockey (what 
crowd?).
Bulach opened Hhe scoring at 
3:11, when he rapped in the rub­
ber on an assist by defenceman 
Dalp Pyett, and coach Gerry Lc- 
vasseur’s boys never looked back 
after that. ,
Casey made it 2-0 at 18:05 of 
the frame, rapping in a loose 
puck on an opportunist try that 
wound up the period scoring.
SMOOTHEST GOAL '
The second frame was filled 
with fast, end-to-end hockey that 
gave neither team an advantage 
until the three-quarter mark, 
when Rcdllck roared in close to 
the Vernon goal and flipped in 
Rod Gagnon's pass for one of the 
smoothest goals of the night.
Barr dented the Kelowna twine,
b r e a k i n g  goalie Kabatoff’s 
chances for a shu^-out at 18:21 
when^he belted in a screened shot 
from outside a tangle of players 
that found its way into the twine.
Redlich made it 5-1 at 9:38 of 
the third frame, this time taking 
Jim Tomkins’ pass for the mark­
er.
The final Kelowna goal was set 
up as well as any old pros could 
have done it, with Gus Luknowsljy 
carrying the 'disc in, handing it 
to Joe Fisher, who swung around 
the net with it and handed it out 
to Bulach for the shot. ,
The true hero on the Kelowna 
club, however, was Ralph Boy­
chuk, the versatile young de 
fenceman, alfeo one of the top 
scoring players with the juyeniles 
this year. The big rear guard 
had ben forced to have his ftnee 
drained, yesterday, and was in no 
condition to play, but insisted on 
getting out and giving it a try, 
in spite of the pain.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Ontario Junior
Guelph 1 PeterbOTough 4 
Toronto St. ARk^s 4 Hapulton 
National League 
Toronto 1 Montreal 4
American League 
Springfield 2 Hershey 3
Porcupine Mines Senior 
Abitibi 3 'Timmins 5 
Best-of-seveh semi-final tied 1-1 
Qiiebec-N.B. Senior 
Campbellton 8 Amqui 3 
Amqui leads best-of-seven semi 
finals 2-1.
Quebec League 
Montreal 6 Quebec 3 
Shawinigan Falls 4 Chicoutimi 1 
Thunder Bay Junior 
Port Arthur 3 Fort William Hur­
ricanes 5 
Fort William leads best-of-fivc 
semi-final 2-0.
OIIA-NOIIA Senior 
Windsor 3 North Bay 3
Saskatchewan Junior 
Prince Albert 2 Flin Flon 4 
Flin Flon leads best-of-seven 
series 2-1.
Exhibition
Detroit NTECL 11 Napanee OHA 
Intermediate B 3 
‘ 'Western League 
Calgary 3 Saskatoon-St. Paul 8 
Western International 
RoSsland 6 Trail 5 
Nelson 4 Spokane 5 
NHL
W L T F A P 
38 13 9 213 123 85 
26 23 10 159 154 62 
24 25 5 135 172 57 
21 26 12 154 160 54
19 29 10 160 172* 48
20 32 6 123 153 46 
Games Saturday, March 1
Detroit at Montreal 
New York "at Toronto 
Boston at Chicago.
Games Sunday, March 2 
Toronto at Chicago 
Detroit at New York
Coast Division (WHL)
W L T F A  P 
Vancouver 37 17 2 190 134 76
New West. 32 25 1 199 179 65
Seattle 26 28 3 182 188 55
Victoria 14 41 2 172 240 30
Prairie Division (WHL) 
Edmonton • 31 22 3 211 175 65
Winnipeg 30 25 3 198 176 63
Calgary 24 29 4 181 184 52
Sask,-St.-Paul 24 31 0 173 230 48
MINOR PUCK FINAL 
ROUND STARTS SAT.
Minor hockey play-offs in nil 
divisions 6f the city leagues 
will start tomorrow, except for 
the Pups, who start theirs on 
Monday,
The two tenm.s having tho 
highest number of jwlnts fol­
lowing the play-off round will 
meet in a final, sudden-death 
play-off game. .
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back series to decide a winner to 
the coast.
And up in Salmon Arm last 
night the Saints knocked off ihc 
local senior "C” cagers, putting 
them out of the battle for this 
year.
The fair sex's senior “B" club, 
defending interior champion Ted­
dy Bears, will host the Vernon 
Hotels in the first game of the 
valley finals Saturday night also. 
With game time a t ,7:30 as pre­
liminary to the Oilers-CWthicrs 
wind-up.
NOT BY BETTER CLUB
“There’s no doubt about it we 
were beaten tonight, but not by 
a bettdr club,’’ said coach Hank 
Tostenson in the dressing room' 
last night, following the nip-and-l 
tuck defeat by the Clothiers. 59- 
55. I
Both teams started with a tight 
zone defence but sharp-shooting! 
by Kamloops’ Len Fowles gave! 
them a 10-0 lead before the locals j 
hit the hoop on an outside shot. !
Going into the second half with j 
Clothiers leading 29-26, the Oilers | 
played tight ball, but never man- 
a g ^  to get closer than four 
points, until the clock showed one 
minute to go.
Coach Tostenson came into the 
game then, scoring two quick 
baskets, while Bill Dean potted 
another to whittle the Kamloops 
lead to two points,
TENSION HIGH
Clothiers called time out with 
13 seconds remaining, and thej 
tension at bow-string tautness.! 
Following their conference, Len 
Fowles shook off the full court 
press to break clear and score 
the clincher. i
Oilers manager. Jack Burch, 
said after the game the champs 
had been off their game, sinking 
only 30 per cent of their tries, 
with the exception of Dean, who 
hit 50 per cent for 20 points.
“We took only 78 shots,” Burch 
said, “and our season average is 
85. We only secured 40 rebounds, 
against our season average of 45 
per game.”
Len and Jacl; Fowles were the 
big guns for the Clothies, notch­
ing 18 points apiece, while Mc­
Kinnon contributed 13 to the Clo­
thiers’ cause.
“We have had to play most of 
our games this year with one or
two of our key men missing, 
said the senior “C" coach, Jack 
Botham, commenting oh the’ 52- 
30 loss to Salmon Arm Saints last 
night, which edged the locals out 
of the play-offs.
“WiUi 18 men signed, wo have 
had to play mbny games with 
just five men out. and often with 
the key players missing,” said 
coach Botham.
Allen Anderson, the high scor­
ing forwai-d for tlie locals, picked 
up a dozen points in the loss, 
and Dale Boutwcll led the Saints 
effort with 19. •
BACKACHE
M la y b e V b rn in q
B*clu(h« U oflrn caiuad by Uxy kUM y  
action. When kitbMyt got out of oidor, 
exctu acid* and w utM  remain bi Um 
lyilrm . Then backiche, dithirbed rest 
or thel tired-out utd heory-hotiioii (oelin| 
nuy toon follow. T h il't tho limo to toko 
Dodd’s K i^ ey  Pills. IM d 's  stumdsle 
ths kidneys te nonnsl setioo. Then yen 
feel better— lieep better—work better. 
Gel Dadd's Kidney Pills new. j l
Midgets Leading 
Semi-Final Tilt
Kelowna Midgets will play the 
second game of their best-of- 
three play-offs with Summerland 
here Tuesday .at 8 p.m., holding 
a one-game edge on the southern 
club.
Winners of the Kelowna-Sum- 
merland semis will take on the 
winners of the Vernon-Penticton 





Phone your carrier first 
Then if .your Courier is not 
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And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.ni. and 7:30 p.m.
GET A
F R E E  E S T IA A A T E




' tSm Om M  M  HU IMir a te l
1
CANT RUST
Ire mere waiting (or hot
,watojr! GolnBun’s 20 (Sallon
*»®1^
9
Modal gtves you MORE than 
1 tuba of teimdry, > 
bi| ftailly. All, 
your ^hoa! Leifar n ^ l a
Mough for 5 ite
baths for a ‘
over 400 gaOom 
A n d t tH tk a d J M m r U t
water yon’-ve ever eMn' ^  t j * . . 
« w e  okeM v* vlT.RO €K]l 
lin in g  c a n ’t  m at. lO -yoar.
Easy to Install and easy to 
pay for with a 
Home Improvement Loan
You Always Do B eper At
.. .  " 7 ," '
HARDWARE, APPLIANCES, FURNITURE, CHINA 
MUSIC, ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION
384 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2025
d o e s  i t !
8AFETY POWER STEERINa
Hydraulic presauro up to 750lbs. is at your finger* 
tips to givo perfect control in any emet^gency.*
PEDAL EAIE POWER BRAKES
Pedal-Easo control is so convenient you don’t 
oven lift your foot! Just pivot down for the 
easiest stopping known.
m-ELEOTRIO POWER WINDOW u rn
Just presa—• and presto I Windows go up or down 
automatically I Thoro’s also an individual con­
trol at each window.
POWER A SSIST S . .  .
available on OLDS . .  . 
make your driving life easier . 
and more funl .
OLDSmobility goes all the way to make 
you;* driving pleasure complete. Every 
power assist shown here is available on all 
98 Series Oldsmobiles, either as standard 
equipment, or optional slight additional 
cost. But, whichever Oldsmobile you 
choose, tailor it to your requirements 
from this perfect selection of automatic 
driving aids.
6-WAY POWER SEAT CONTROL
Finger-tip seating adjustment is qulck-as-a 
flash! Forward, back, up or down, 










EUCTRIOALLY CONTROLLED RADIO ANTENNA
Perfect reception height now requires no 
timo-conmming stops. Pop-up control from 
dhah is ofl oimy as Qldsipobilo power can 
make itl
A Now.MllyoMdois 
*  touch two handy 
relcnsoa and press 
O ld sm o b ile ’s 




« . n o o n  o s o A N
I V I GENERAL MOTORS
SE E  Y O U R  O L D S M O B I L E  Q U A L IT Y  D E A L E R
1675 rENDOXI ST, PHONE 32Q7
Local Business Firms 
By Exhibiting Latest
Large Boats Operating On Lake 
Must Be Registered W ith RCMP
survey found Canada now needs | rians most needed ire  those for 
250 professional librarians'  and circulation, reference, children’s'
Should you invest in a 156,000 
yacht with a built-in b ir, or an 
eight foot ••pram’’ dinghy with 
nothing built-in but the tiri) price 
tag?
Or arc you in the market for 
a 11,368 runabout, a $791 speed­
ster. or a I1.T47 convertible day- 
cruiser?
You’ll find all the answers to­
morrow and all next week when 
local sports stores and other 
dealers hold "open house.” All 
boat-minded people are invited 
to inspect the latest in boats| andj 
engines. I
During the past few years, | 
more and more people in thej 
Okanagan arc becoming boat­
conscious—and little wonder— 
as there are few places in Can­
ada that offer the natural setting 
for outdoor sport.
The Rotarians of M an»lc this 
year outdid themselves in spon­
soring a boat show at the PNE 
grounds. It was estimated that 
around 6,000 people per day paid 
admission to inspect the trim 
crafts.
The week-long show being spon­
sored through the co-operation 
of local sports’ stores is free— 
and capable men will be on hand 
to explain the finer points of 
boats and engines.
Crestllner for B.C. was exhibit­
ed by Treadgolds' Sporting 
Goods and this display of four 
boats—from a car topper to a 
17-foot convertible, was a pleas­
ing sight to spectators who diS'
During the past few years, It’s also a good idea for boat 
there has been a noticeable in-(owners to make a note of the 
in their auction rooms the 1958! crease the number of boats! serial nundxr of the engine. That 
of these all-aluminum Evlnrude outboard motors and i on Lake Okanagan. I makes it much easier to be identi-
boats. . 1 Owners of pleasure boats arejfied in the even it is stolen.____
played keen Interest In the
features 
craft.
, Treadgolds will be' ultlllrdng 
the whole of their boat shop. In 
addition to displaying CrestUner 
boats, the 1958 Johnson Motors 
will be shown.
Day’s  ̂Sports shop will be 
featuring the Mercury outboatd 
engines and the famous Glasspar 
boats.
Kelowna MUlwork have ex 
papded irrto the production of 
Ply Cartops,'hydros and run­
abouts.
Adanac Auto Body shop gnee 
again offer' the famous Chris- 
Craft kits.
i These are but a few of the 
local firms who are co-operating
Ritchie Bros, will be showing 1 in the boat show.— ------------------------------ —  —
Development Of Radar 
Revolutionary Discovery
reminded that under Canada 
shipping laws, all vessels over a b 
certain size' must be registered 
v/lth the police, and that a name 
should be clearly visible on the 
boat.
This is actually double precau­
tion. In the event a boat is stolen, 
it is much easier for it to be 
located. At the same time when 
a boat owner is contravening 
regulations insofar as department 
of transport rules are concerned, 





LONDON (CP)—The detailedl In 
story of the development ofj tells 
radar, regarded as one of
great revolutionary discoveries 
of the 20th century, is told in a 
book just published by Sir Ro­
bert W a t s o n-W a 11. widely 
acknowledged as the "father of 
radar.”
The book. Three Steps to Vic­
tory (Odhams Press), describes 
the evolution of radar—radio di­
rection-finding and ranging—and 
shows the immensely important 
part it played in saving Britain 
from defeat in the Second World 
War.
250,000 words. Sir Robert 
bow radar had its begin* 




So are we over our stock of Boat Paints . . . 
J^e have the largest Marine Color Selection 
in Kelowna.




Agents (or Bapco and S.W.P. Paints
TREADGOLD
storms and their effect on radio, 
and how wjth this knowledge as 
a, background scientists evolved 
principles for detection of certain 
objects through the reflection of 
radio waves.
PATERNITY STRESSED
Three Steps to Victory is an In­
tensely personal book, and Brit-1 
ish critics are mixed in their 
reactions. There is ungrudging 
credit for Sir Robert’s achieve­
ment, but regret among some re­
viewers that he felt it necessary 
to reopen old rivalries.
The Daily Express, for in­
stance. comments that Sir Ro­
bert apparently wants to es­
tablish not only that he is the 
father of radar, but the grand­
father as well.
"No claim to paternity has 
ever been pressed so strenu 
ously,” says the paper’s science 
expert, Chapman Pincher.
In his partly autobiographical 
account. Sir Robert looses a few 
shafts at Sir Edward Appleton, 
now principal of Edinburgh Uni­
versity, who years ago publicly 
disclosed that Sir Robert was the 
only member of the. team work­
ing on radar who wanted to pa­
tent the inventions 
The New Statesman says the 
book will remind readers that 
objective scientists can also be 
exceedingly subjective.
Jet Stream 
Out Of Line, 
Weather Bad
OTTAWA (CP)—Canada’s pres­
ent — and future — need for li 
brarians is a “national crisis,” 
says a Canadian Library Asso­
ciation survey.
Drawing from reports by 180 
libraries throughout C a n a d a ,  the
will need 988 by 1967.
Even those estimates are ’’con­
servative. Erik S p i c e r  of Ot­
tawa. CLA recruitment survey 
chairman, said in his report.
“The shortage of librarians is 
not only im m i^ate, but likely to 
continue,” the report said.
"The main reason for our par­
ticularly desperate position would 
appear to be financial,)' the re­
port said. Library jobs paying 
salaries that allowed a reason­
able standard of living for a'^fam- 
ily man were too few.
Low salaries also affected xe- 
cruiting and the maintenance of 
professional standards. Reports 
indicated that even in large libra­
ries, department heads were paid 
inadequate salaries.
“We want the best type of per­
son we can afford in our exec­
utive positions. We 'must, there­
fore, have salaries in line with 
responsibility.”
Canada now has about 2,0(X) 
professional librarians. 'The re- 
iport indicates the types of libra-
and school libraries and catalog­
uers.
Major effects of the librarian 
shortage Included the practice of 
filling .positions with inadequat­
ely - trained personnel, thereby 
risking a lowering of professional 
standards, and overlooking of pr<s 
sent personnel and a potential 
shortage “of future executives.
JBIG TURNOVER.
VICTORIA (CP)—The provin­
cial civil service staff had a tuifn- 
over of 27.84 per cent In 1957. A 
total of 2,689, mostly stenograph­
ers. left th«f seiAp’lce.
BUSINESS GOOD 
A total of 1,993.918 Afghan kar­
akul skins were exported from 
Afghanistan in 1957.
LONDON (Reuters) — Labor 
parl|^ leaders today planned ac­
tion against a big left - wi^g 
"splinter group” challenging their 
official line on the hj'drogen 
bomb and missile co-operatijm 
with the United States.
A globe, with air.routes traced 
1q precious stones, has been set 
up In Sydney in memory of Sir 
Charles Kingsford-Smith, pioneer 
aviator, '
The Canadian 'National Rdl- 
ways maintains experts In town 
planning to aid cities in planning 
their future growth. '
THE DAILY COURIER 
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The weather took a few crazy 
twists in Canada Wednesday. One 
weatherman blamed it on the jcl 
stream getting out of line.
On the Avalon Peninsula near
PAINT SUPPLY LTD.
1619 PENDOZI ST. PHONE 2134
IGNORED AFTER WAR
T h e  magazine sympathizes 
however, with Sir Robert’s ai> 
parent resentment that the pi­
oneers of radar were virtually 
ignored in post-war honors lists 
and had to spend 44 days before 
an official commission justifying 
their claims for financial re 
wards. Finally, they received 
£87,950, of which £52,000 went}o 
Watsori-Watt.
The lengthy book contains 
many sidelights. One is that in 
1937 Sir Robert went to Ger­
many on a spying mission at 
Prime Minister Neville Cham­
berlain’s request to investigate a 
report that there was a radar re­
search station in East Prussia. It 
turned out there wasn’t.
’The Scots-born Sir Robert, 65, 
now lives in Canada. He has a 
company In Montreal, where his 
staff are working on an underwa­
ter “eye” designed to spot sub­
marines the way radar detects 
the movement of aircraft.
St. John’s, Nfld.,'' residents re­
ported the growth of spring flow­
ers a few days ago. Today the 
area was under 56 inches of 
snow, which fell since last Fri­
day.
Freezing rain k n o c k e d  out 
power lines in Winnipeg. The city, 
was covered with ice. It was in 
striking contrast to balmy condi­
tions Tuesday—53 degrees in the 
southern part of the province for 
February record 
In the northern Ontario town of 
Moosonee the t e m p e r  at u r  e 
dropped from a record February 
high of 47 degrees to zero in a 
few hours. An intense storm cen­
tre moved north from Missouri 
today, dumping freezing rain and 
wet snow across Ontario and 
areas of Eastern Canada.
Roy Lee, supervisor of field 
training from the meteorological 
service of Canada, said the un­
usual weather was caused by the 
jet stream getting off its .usual 
course.
The stream is a river of winds 
discovered during the Second 
World War.
Mr. Lee said that during the 
early part of the winter the jet 
stream crossed Canada. and was 
much farther north than usual. 
As a result, temperatures' across 
the country were above normal. 
Then early in 1958 it shifted its 
course to follow the Mississippi 
Valley and pass, south of Florida.
Only in British Columbia did 
it hold to its previous course. The 
result was cold weather, except 
the far western province.m
which extended as far so-ath as 
Florida
The Missouri storm plagued the 
Toronto area with wet snow and 
freezing rain and snapped hydro 
lines in the northern part of the 
city today.
Chilly Arctic air was expected 
to invade the prairie provinces 
today. Prince Albert was ex 
pected to register a high of 17 
Saskatoon 29, Regina 33 and Win­
nipeg 33. Normal temperatures 
prevail in British Columbia
style leadership-performance leadership
FLYING CREST IT
2 7  MODELS 
AVAILABLE for 1958
Boat buyers who carefully com­
pare value — durability r~ re­
sistance to abrasion — case of 
(uainicnancc, weight, perform­
ance and safety, recognise the 
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•  BOAT COVERS
•  CUSHIONS -  FOAM RUBBER
•  CANVAS TOPS
AW NINGS -  CANVAS BY THE YARD
PIKE'S
GAR UPHOLSTERY
Your B O A T ... 
...Y our AADTOR
ARE EXPENSIVE ITEMS
Safeguard them with insurance
Ask to sec the Outboard Motorboat Policy Issued by 
The Employers’ Liability Assurance Corporation Ltd.
There’s ALWAYS Parking Space at
REEKIE
INSURANCE AGENCIES
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Ptianing t  tull lummtr'* fun ih li jrtir) Thtn be w rt to ic« jrouf johntoo d(«l«r‘« boM 
•how. Spanking n«w boMi and lha 11 ntw tager l9  JA johnaon am.horaaa, including ih* 
fabuloua new V -  50 H.P. modcia, the lattit in marine acceiaorlei and water aporta equip- 
mem are all on diaplay for you to browie around'and admire, Talk to your Jobnaon dealer, 
Aa a boating authority he'll be pleaiet) to explain all the lateti modeli and reatucca, and 
•bow bow aimpla it ii  for you and your family to enjoy all the gulden ipointnta of aummer 
in the nncrowded world of fun afloat. Outboard boating ia the only outdoor recreation and 
•port that all the family can enjoy . , .  together. Plan now to apend aoma Itiaurely time 
abaorblng all the lateai in boating—it lould pay many dlyidcndf in healthy ralaxaiibn aud 
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Lotteries Mean Luxury 
So Aussies Take Chance
By LOUIS LECK lacidly. that the groWlh of gam
Canadian Preta Cnrmpondent (bling has some connection with 
SYDNEY (CP)—Australia has the growth of the welfare state
I m a  DiUJua w u a u E R  o  
FEI., FEB. 28. °
LOCALLY BUILT HYDROPLANE
become a gambler's paradise, 
where a "flutter” can bring a 
fortune, sometimes with bitter* 
sweet results.
Take the case of Oswald P. 
Sellers, a well-to-do Sydney busi­
nessman.
Oswald won $225,000 for an 
$11.50 ticket in the New 'South 
Wales opera house lottery, a gov 
emment lottery aiming fo pay 
for S y d n e y's grandiose new 
opera house.
At the news, Oswald went pale 
and dashed from his comfortable 
home, telling no one where he 
was going. Why?
Because he- knew a horde 
of charity representatives, sales 
men and others would hunt him 
down, all with -id9as for his 
money. And that wasn’t all.
Oswald and his family later re­
ceived a flood- of letters, their 
tone often abusive. People are 
sympathetic when an impover­
ished widow wins. But they have 
an "unreasoning dislike” against 
the idea of a wealthy man col 
jlccting a fortune on a lottery 
d a il y  LOTTERY I
This is just a minor facet i 
in Australia’s growing gambling, j 
which is causing nation - widej 
I soul-searching, especialiy among | 
churches, "rae races as well as 
the lotterics*are booming.
Five, of six Australian state 
governments now run their own 
lotteries to gain revenue, the ex­
ception being ^ u th  Australia, 
which objects on moral grounds.
Each of the five states seeks 
to sell tickets in other states, but 
most have laws aimed at stop­
ping the sale of other states’ 
tickets in their own territory. 
The Commonwealth 'government 
imjlartially carries all tickets in 
its mails.
Until recently the smallest
"It is not surprising that many 
Australians look to a lottery 
ticket as a long shot for a small 
outlay, to provide a tax-free 
means to the luxuries of life 
which they feel cannot now be 
obtained by the old recipes of 
thrift and diligence.”
A5ERRY MENAGERIE





TORONTO (CP)-Defem * Min­
ister G. R. Pearkes said Thursday 
the West’s defensive superiority 
"is likely to increase in the days 
ahead” with improved medium- 
range ballistic missiles based in 
Europe.
While Canada’s aim continued 
to be international disarmament, 
he said in a luncheon address to 
the Empire Club of Toronto, both 
the West and Russia continue to 
show mutual distcusf with each 
side building up its war potenttal.
“The recent Russian technolog­
ical developments are Inde^ 
startling, but they do not auto­
matically ensure military super­
iority, Rather, with the develop­
ment of medium-range, ballistic 
missiles based in Europe and 
elsewhere, the over-all superior­
ity of the West is likely to in­
crease in the days ahead.”
The statements were included 
in a text of the speech issued to 
the press before delivery.
CHURCHILL ART DISPLAY
"Bottlescape” is the n^me giv­
en by Sir Winston Churchill to 
this canvas he painted in 1932. 
It and 34 other paintings by Sir
Winston are coming to Canada 
to bo shown first at the Tot* 
onto Art Gallery on April 14.
» Not all small boats are 
'pleasure craft, and for those 
who like to live dangerously, a 
;local firm, the Kelowna Mill- 
fWorks will turn out as sleek a
hydroplane as you will find any­
where. The "B” and "C” class 
hydro pictured above is one of 
the products of their handiwork, 
turned out by Terry Harding
and Alvin Olsen, the two admir­
ing the craft, for Peter Kugener, 
who was taking a "dry run” in 
the newly-cojSstructed craft 
when the picture was taken.
Buy Yourself A Boat, Dad
In LivingAnd Right
By GEORGE IKGLIS 
(Courier Sports Editor)
"Why can’t we buy a boat. 
Dad?”
' Five will get you ten there 
Isn’t a father living within a 
day’s walk of the water thtat 
hasn’t been asked that question.
• If the! long-suffering parent 
happens to live on tho shores of 
the beautiful blue Okanagan 
' Lake, however, he is a cinch, 
even-money bet to have to face 
the scorn of his off-spring it he 
remains boatless. 
v-Every year there are more 
fathers weakening to the lure of 
the blue waters, with or without 
assistance from the . young 'uns, 
and the summer days are filled 
with the unending cacaphony of 
motors, every size, shape and 
poweri Once a luxury past-time 
6f  the leisured classes, boating 
has become a vital component 
m Joe Doakes’ life—if Joe 
Doakes lives in Kelowna.
V Twenty years ago the harras- 
ied father bundled his charges 
fbto the family Ford and snarled 
an affirmative answer to the 
question. "Did you bring the po­
tato salad?”
. Today’s question is more likely 
lo be. "Did you remember the
ing nature, he insists on bringing craft, they show the fond regard
boat?’*
INVERT SIZE AND SHAPE
They come in every size and 
Ihape. everything from a 40- 
foot dream job that must be 
transported on its own large 
trailer to the tiny collapsible job 
that fits right ioto the car trunk.
J Pdwered-'by everything from 
•h  egg-beater outboard that can 
ha'‘cty outrun Junior in his in- 
fier tube, to a fuU-throated 
Beauty that will Icar a frail hull 
to shreds at the twist of a 
Duottld, tho small boat has op­
ined up new vistas of pleasure 
lor every member of the family. 
i For Father, wan and weary 
from his hard day at tho office, 
fhe boat spells a refuge where 
fie can withdraw' from the hurly-
K of the crass world of com- e, tahe off his mental shoes, 
And put his aching feet up. If 




' OTTAWA (CP) — Immigration! 
department official said Wednes­
day the department this year will 
Mnttnue to prohibit European! 
immigrants from entering '(^an 
id a  via tho United States.
* The action ,waa taken Inst Oc­
tober' because immigration de- 
bartment ports of entry on the 
Canada - U.S. border are notj 
equlppe<l to handle large numbers 
t)t Immigrants.
, Last July tho department wrote 
•hipping companies and airlines 
ixpresung concern abeut the 
' u rg e  number of Canada-bound 
Immigrants being landed in «»e 
U.S, It said that unless trans-j 
liortalioh cmpanlci acted to re- 
fluco the flow the department 
would be forced to take action.
; Tho\dcpartmcntal offlclaV said 
the cbmpantel did noUilp® te» re­
duce tho traffic. In fact, he 
•aid. immf alCUnea without li>nd- 
Ing (dghUt In Canado encourag^ 
ImnilgntnU to travel to  Canada 
'.via th« 0 . 8 . , ' , ; ^
IIq aatd the ijlo^rtmcnt then 
Issued Ita Octqbrr dlreellvo that 
European, I^nmlgranta teavelllng 
to  Canada ;ynw$t ba landed at Ca­
nadian ^ f t#  6f (entry. Exceptions 
are  mada' where only
mm or two, Immigranu arcl
landed t tV A - p a t t i .
along his fishing rod and seek 
ing to combine business and 
pleasure by bringing home a 
trout for mother.
Should he be one of those sloth­
ful types, he sees to it that there 
is a bucket of ice and plenty of 
brew along to while away the 
hours of peaceful cruising, mar­
red only by the odd outburst of 
mayhem and destruction on the 
part of his little brood. If Junior 
fails to sink the craft. Father 
feels it has been .a  trip worth 
while.
MIXED FEELINGS
Mother regards the boating 
craze with mixed feelings, look­
ing to a day on the lake as a 
nightmare of sunburn, accidents, 
headaches, stomach aches and 
border-line drowning ' incidents. 
Every trip completed is another 
triumph over sandflies, mos­
quitoes, balky Bunsen burners 
and recalcitrant, sfleky children 
to - mother, and she. finds* her 
pleasure vicariously, in achieve­
ment.
Boats are made to order for 
the small fry, of course, with 
their interesting maze of hazards 
that can endanger life and limb 
drive parents to dribbling and 
encourage a fine frenzy of de 
struction in an otherwise normal 
young monster.
Boats can win friends and in 
fluence people, also. Nothing 
can endear one family to. another 
like descending in a well-organ­
ized rpugh-shod horde onto the 
family craft, glistening and re­
splendent in a new coat of paint. 
Should the ingenious visitors use 
the hatch cover as a bottle open­
er, dump potato salad in the en­
gine well, foul the propeller with 
ten lb. test line or capsize the
with which ^they regard their 
friends and neighbors. There is 
closeness achieved from an in-
PROTECT Y-OUR BOAT
I f 's  a  B ig  In v e s tm e n t
For the beauty  
and protection of 
all m arine surfaces
cident of this sort never enjoyed 
by their less nautical friends.
It’s a malicious rumpr, origi­
nated by land-lubbers, that the 
incidence of sunburn, neuroses 
and divorces has increased pro­
portionately with the number 
of boat owners. It’s a foul fal­
lacy to say that the bankruptcy 
courts are filled with harassed 
fathers, driven there by an over­
whelming desire to become 
master of a craft, just any. little 
thing, so long as it is better that 
the Jones’s.
The truth of the matter is that 
any versatile father with 20 hours 
day to spare for the next 
decade can “do it himself.” pro 
viding he has a $1,000 worth of 
tools, a 60x40 home work-shop 
with hangar doors, a well-trained 
family of nine teen-age boys, and 
a four-figure bank account. •
As we have said, "Why can’t 
we buy a boat. Dad?”
Editor’s note—The sports edi­
tor is soured by the fact that his 
16-month-oId daughter’s .f irs t 
words wete “Why can’t we have 
a boat. Dad?
GREAT FISHERIES
The Grand Banks fisheries off 
Canada's east coast were fa­
miliar to French fishermen as 
early as 1550.
Although heart disease is still 
tlie leading cause of death in 
Canada, the public is learning 
that cardiacs can resume their 
places in their communities as 
useful and productive citizens, 
the B.C. Heart Foundation re­
ported recently.
state, Tasmania, had the biggest 
lottery—a first prize of̂  $1,125,000 
for a $56 ticket, but competition 
from other states is tough.
In volume of bu.siness. New 
South Wales now easily leads the 
field, with a government lottery 
drawn an average of once a day 
CHARITY AFFAIRS 
In addition to the big opera 
house lotteries — with a second 
prize of $112,300 and third of $56, 
250—New South Wales has three 
other government lotteries, offer­
ing first prizes of $67,500, $23,000 
and $13,500 respectively. /
And there are scores of pri­
vately run affairs for charitable 
purposes — one in aid of the 
United Nations Appeal fo’r  Chil­
dren. At the racecourse, one 
woman recently won $25,000 for 
40 cents on a “jackpot tote” sys­
tem. Australia also has plenty pf 
“one armed bandits” instaUed in 
clubs.
A group of Sydney clergymen 
visited a Sydney racecourse and 
then went back to their pulpits to 
thunder: "Australia is on the 
gambler’s slide. .
CHURCHES PROTEST 
Protestant churches are trying 
to organize a national campaign 
to check the trend. The Roman 
Catholic Church in Australia, 
while opposing gambling in ex 
cess, has not joined in the move.
A n g l i c a n s ,  Presbyterians, 
Methodists and Baptists have 
held protest meetings and have 
suggested an “anti - gambling 
week” during which the whole 
country would be asked to ab­
stain from gambling.
The Bank of New South Wales, 
Australia’s oldest, biggest and 
best-known financial institution, 
carried out a nation-wide survey, 
then reported
1. Gambling is increasing, but 
is not yet a serious economic or 
social threat.
2. Four out of five adults “ have 
a flutter."
3. About 100,000 Australians— 
one per cent of the population- 
are employed full-time in racing, 
professional sports, lotteries and 
“art unions" for conducting pri­
vate lotteries.
4. The a v e r a g e  Australian 
spends probably 50 cents a  week 
on lotteries.
The bank comments, somewhat
U se  M O N A M E L
/ .
For complete advice contact Don Maxwell
K E L O W N A  P A IN T
ANO W A U PA PR  LTD.




P  arid AA
MOTORS LTD.
EVINRUDE SALES AND SERVICE
LIBERAL TRADE-INS
YO U R  EVINRUDE DEALER^ ALL-FAMILY
OUTBOARD BOAT SHOW WEEK
D A IL Y  
FEB. 2 8  
TO  M A R . 8
COME IN  A N D  DREAM OF SUMMER
EXCLUSIVE EVINRUDE  ̂
DEALER IN KELOWNA
THE BEST TRADES 
. AND TERMS 
' IN TOWN 
flours 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Fridays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
.  I
RITCHIE BROS
1618 PENDOZI ST. PHONE 3045
FOR A REAL SPRING TONIC YO UR EVINRUDE DEALER'S
A LL -
OUTBOARD
B O A T  S H O W
W  E E K
For a spring tonic ice your Eviniudc dealct's boat show. Take the 
family and ipend  seine Icisuicly time seeing w hat's new  In boatlngl 
Enjoy the heady n w  smell o f the trim  watercraft, sec the latest In  oute 
board m otors, boats, tia llen , and marine accessories. You‘11 \k  pleasantly 
surprised to  learn how easy It is to  join In the world of fun ailoat. N ow  1s 
the time to  p b n  on joining the thousands of Canadians w ho  go boating. 
De sui* to  sec the revolutionary new V*50 StarlUtc, the new concept In
boating p o w c r -5 p  H.Pv to  thrill you at the turn  o f  a key.
/ ,
'iVINRUDI MOTORS 8it h 80rou9n, Canada
INTERPRmNG THE NEWS
South African Premier Ails 
As National Election Nears
B r  L ¥ N N  H E LN ’ Z E B L L V O  
« A P /
••general election less than two,without causing him any discom
'•hod revealed signs of a minor.most controversial figure in the jjQg^j
.whether they have outboard or I
inboard motors. 1
•The moring basin, operated by 
; the Kelowna Yacht Club' is weli 
I protected from the rough water 
!when Lake Okanagan decides to 
i ' kick I t  up.” Thanks to the co- 
, operation from the department 
• of transport, huge piles were 
I driven into the lake in front of 
{the Kelowna Yacht Club, provid­
ing an excellent shelter for the'
THE DAILT COUBIEB 
___ FBI.. FEB. 28. 1SS8
degree of valvular disease which country, Dr. Hendrik F. Ver- jjj addition.
CNR W ill Start 
Dinette Service 
In M id-March
WINNIPEG -  Travellers In 
{Western Canada are to be intro-
 ̂ W riter Says 
U.S. Breeds
JOHANNESBURG » /--With has been present for w^rd._ minister of native affairs. as-“re5-“fhigh
. _ , ___ _ Dr, Verwoerd takes an uncom-'ance on craft and engines.
nvonths away. Prime Minister Jo- fo^ ” promising s t a n d  for complete. Oil and gas facilities are avall-
hannes Strijdorn’s role in the ■t-c-r separation of the races in ^ u th 'ab le ,
ture leadership of South Africa rEBIOD OF BtoT Africa and the return of Africans!
is a question mark. | This condition, Dr. Kloppers,io tribal status. As deputy toj
The ailing Strijdom, who Iniadded. now is “as good as it was,strijdom Dr. A'erwoerd is first inj 
■ th/ee years as prime minister [before he became ill." 'The doc-une to head the party if Strij-, 
has pushed through Parliament {tor added that Strijdom would be idom resigns
ah assortment of racial legisla- ablc to resume his normal aetW------------- —
tion designed to maintain the Uies "after a reasonable period! 
white man's dominant position In,of rest." 1
Iknith Africa, has been silent and]' But opposition leaders and ap-| 
inactive in political affairs for parently some of the leaders ofj 
nearly three months. Strljdom’s own Nati^mal party|
Strijdom cancelled all e n g ag e -are beginning to spccuFate on his| 
ments last December on his successor in the event the Na-j 
physician’s advice. He is re-tionalists arc returned to power| 
ported progressing well but sees [ in April 16 clection.s and Strij-. 
only his c l o s e s t  advisers anddom decides he must resign. | 
friends • There is general belief here.
The one medical buUeUn on the that the NaUonalists will win an-j 
64-year-old leader's health was other five - year mandate. ThCj 
Issued Jan. 18. The bulletin, sig- question of a successor to Stnj‘|
ned bv the prime m i n i s t e r ’s.dom thus becomes pertinent-; ------------
nhvsician Dr P. J. Kloppcrs.'particularly because one of the in Kelowna for mooring and reign of a Thai king.




BANGKOKReuters V — The 
first, royal white elephant of 
the reign of King Phumiphol 
Aduladet of Thailand has been 
found in the southern province of 
Krabi.
The discovery of a white el­
ephant is traditionally consid- 
Thcre are excellent facilities,ered an auspicious event in the
has announced.
Designed for economy-minded 
travellers, the dinette car offers 
a wide range of food at popular 
prices. The menu runs from light 
snacks to full-course meals, 
served at a counter seating 26 
persons.
Delivery of five more hew cars 
has made it possible for the CNR 
to operate dinette cars through 
from Winnipeg to Vancouver on 
The Continental, commencing in 
mid-March. During the summer 
months, these cars will be trans­
ferred to the Super Continental 
to operate in conjunction with a 
dining car.Vln' this period, meal 
services on The Continental will 
be provided from dining and 
coffee shop cars.
said Strijdom's heart In the past'leading contenders is
CHRIS-CRAFT
Boat Kit Division •  Chris-Craft Corporation •  Algonac, Michigan
World’s Largest Builders of Motor Boats
FUN TO. ASSEMBLE
•  Fresh, sparkling Flite-Speed styling — as new as 
tomorrow!
•  Thrilling performance, easy to handle — fun to 
assemble!
Model for model, feature for feature, Chris-Craft Boat 
Kits are the biggest values in boating today. One look at 
their new, advanced styling . . . modern functional design 
, . . low, low budget prices, and you’ll see whyl 
Fresh, 1958 designs, plus sparkling new Flite-Speed styling, 
make Chris-Craft Boat Kits as new as tomorrow. And 
combined with their beautifully styled exteriors is the 
famous Chris-Craft reputation for sturdy construction 
methods and fine craftsmanship.
•  Sixteen models to choose from — 8 feet through
22 feet!
•  Low budget prices save up to one-half or more!
Here are real seagoing, high-performance hulls, smooth and 
soft-riding at high planing speeds, attractively flared from 
bow to stern for tops in functional, modern design. They 
represent the development of the best ideas by the most 
experienced engineering talent in the business. FUN TO OWN
ADANAC
AUTO BODY SERVICE
259 LAWRENCE AVE. PHONE 3002
boats,! xiie elephant, a four-year-old 
baby, has been brought to Bang­
kok and housed in the zoo. Tour 
visit it there every day. For­
eigners in particular are disap­
pointed to find the elenhr.nt is not 
pure white, but a muddy pink,.
But it is certain white mark­
ings. including white eyc.s, white 
ears and body hair and white 
toes that make it a royal white 
elephant.
In olden times, royal white el- 
enhants were floated down to 
Bangkok by river. Religious cer­
emonies and festivities were held I 
t every village through which  ̂
they passed.
Late in the 16th ccnUir>’, seven 
white elephants were discovered 
in Thailand. The king of neigh 
boring Pegu, in modern Burma, 
asked for two of them. When the 
Thai king refused, he invaded 
the land with 900,000 men, 7,000 
war elephants and 15,000 horse.s 
and took away four white el­
ephants instead of two.
By these standards, the most 
Dowerful monarch in Thai his­
tory was King Chulalongkhorn, 
who at a price was taught Eng­
lish by Anna Leonowens, author 
of the book that was made into 
a film and a hit musical play 
I Thirteen white elephants were 
found in his reign, including 
three described as "pure white.” 
Sir John Bowring, who led an 
English diplomatic mission to 
Thailand in the 19th century, 
said: “The real cause of the rev­
erence in which the white el 
ephant is held is that he is sup­
posed to be the incarnation of 
some future Buddha arid will 
therefore bring blessings on the 
country which possesses so great 
a treasure
CNR APPOINTMENT
WINNIPEG — Walter T. Pat­
terson, Q.C., has been appointed 
regional counsel for the Can­
adian National Railways’ western 
region, with headquarters at 
Winnipeg. A solicitor in the 
CNR law department at Win­
nipeg since late 1945, Mr. Pat­
terson has been assistant re­
gional counsel since 1949. He now 
succeeds Dalton O. Owens, Q.C., 
who has retired.
NEW YORK (CPI — The re­
porter magazine says in an ar­
ticle by Montreal’s W a 1 ter 
O'Hearn that some aspects of 
United States policy “breed ex­
asperation” among • Canadians.
O’Hearn, a member of the Mon­
treal Star’s editorial staff, men­
tions current and traditional fric­
tions between the two countries, 
and adds:
"How serious is all his for our 
common future? Not so seri^ms 
as the alarmists on both sides of 
the border would make it—but 
more serious than Is conceded by 
those who trqat it as the tant­
rums of Little Brother who is not 
getting his share of attention.
’‘The ordinary Canadian feels 
that there is a little too much 
Big Brother in the plain talk of 
(American ambassador) Living­
ston Merchant and his predeces­
sor R. Douglas Stuart. He knows 
that the two countries have to 
get along and .is quite content for 
them to do so. He knows that the 
U S. is a good ally. . .
"Yet trade imbalance, embar­
goes on his good.s. wheat dump­
ing, reminders that the'Wiscon­
sin cheese lobby has a more 
powerful voice in Washington 
than his whole country — such 
things breed exasperation.”
BUT THE BEST IS YET TO COME
For those who notice such 
things, Elvis Presley has short­
ened his sideburns. At left is 
the old style and at right the 
new length. They were shorten-
eil for role In his new movie, 
but in another eight weeks or 
so he'll be wearing the arrnJJ 
style haircut—no sides at alL-^
King’s Collegiate School for, 
boys, Windsor, N.S., is the old- 
,»'st educational institution in the 
British Commonwealth overseas
See Us First!
FOR YOUR BOATING NEEDS
/





Afloat or Ashore . . .  For Building Supplies It’s
WM. HAUG & SON
1335 WATER ST. PHONE 2066
Spec/Yy SYLVAPLY , 
MARINE PLYW O O D S:
for better built boats
DESCRIPTION:
Both faces are smooth and sound, free from knots or 
defects. All interior plies arc solid with neatly made patches 
and small sound knots. Intended for hull planking and all 
marine uses.
And, of course, it’s bonded with Waterproof-Glue!
FREE Sylvaply Boat Plans
Ask your building supply dealer fort
SYLVAPLY SANDED PLYWOODS and SPECIALTIES
I '
MONODOR PLYWOOD DOORS 
KELOWNA UNSANDED PLYWOODS
Distributor (Wholesale Only)







MARINE PLYW OODS  
LUMBER
FIBREGLASS COVERING  
and MOULDING MATERIALS 
MARINE HARDWARE
D  E  P  E  N  D  A  B I  L I T Y






economy. Plenty of 
power fo r cruising.
M A R K  a c e  
30 h.p. .Twin
75 pouiras, 
delivers b ig  
engine power,




W e igh t only 42 lbs.
.V, ■
NHWI










control fo r alurllng, 
forward, reverse.
NBWI
MARK 2 8  
33 h.p.
B ig-m otor ik t 
power, yet compoci 
os d " te n " .
M A R K  6 6  
.40 h.p. 4-ln-llna 
25V. more got 
mileage, Hl-thrusl 
lower unit.
MARK 1 0  
10 h.p. Twin 












Buys Your MIRCURyi 
Take Up to 24 Months to Poyl
NBW t








-> ^ 1 W IN S , FOURS AND SIXES
There’s a world of outboarding fun ahead 
-—with the new powerhouse Mercury,line 
for '68I Fishing, cruising, water skiing, 
family trips... take your pick, and pick a 
Mercury! Make a date for a free boat ride 
detnonstrMion. New Dyna-Shock Absorbers, 
Safcly’TiU Switch, Fixed-Jet Carburetors, 
larger Clamp Brackets, and many other 
Mercury cxduslvesl
Ff/U  JEWBLED POW ER,,.
‘ ba// and rof/er bearings
throughout...only In Mercury 
. . . In  every M ercuryh






, ■ ¥  : 
GLASSPAR
BOATS
455 SM ITH AVE 447 BERNARD AVE.
PHONE 3416
■I'/i






Above is seen George Bogress 
pinning a corsage on Mrs. Jim­
my Middleton’s lapel during the 
Intermission at Wednesday 
night's hockey game. To her 
husband. Jimmy, went the tro­
phy tor high scoring, as well as 
the award, in the form of a I
H  * - :
, , ' ,
MRS. MIDDLETON GEORGE BOGRESS
watch, presented to the most 
popular player. Runner-up was 
Harry Smith, who was award­
ed a brief case. Dave Gatherum 
took the trophy—a matched lug­
gage set—as the most valuable 
player to the Packers, and Mrs. 
Gatherum also was presented 
with a corsage.
Canadian J l̂urse 
Becomes Artist
LONDON (CP)—An exhibition 
of paintings and drawings by Ca­
nadian artist Mary Filer is on 
show at the Imperial Institute in 
the Kensington district of Lon­
don.
Most of the works by the Ed­
monton-born artist are new to 
London and several larger paint­
ings arc included.
Miss Filer trained as a nurse 
at Regina and lectured in fine 
arts at McGill University, Mont­
real, tefore becoming a profes­
sional artist.





Starting Saturday, March 1st
EVERYTHING MUST GO —  PRICES SLASHED
20% off everything in the store
All Books
All C raft Supplies
All A rtist Supplies 
G reeting Cards 
Gam es
Souvenirs
All Sales Cash —  No Refunds
r
I \ '■ '*■ '■if'". 
L V.
'V-
1571 PENDOZI PHONE 3044
/ y\  ̂*1
BLOWN GLASS LINE
By ALI^te ALDEN
Despite all the emphasis on 
the chemise or sack line, the 
lines projected by the fading 
designers are many and varied. 
As propf we offer the "blown 
glass” silhouette, devised by 









2  Freiztex .
3  Dorval . .
4  Silhouette .
5  Briar Twist
6 Dorval .  .
7  Regency .
8  Briar Twist
9  Carvecraft
10 Freiztex .  .
11 Carvecraft .
12 Regency .
13 F re iz te x . .
14 Briar Twist
15 Dorval .
16 Dorval .  .
17 Briar Twist
18 Dorval .  .
19 F re iz tex . .
2 0  Carvecraft
C O LO R
Mink . . . 
Turquoise . . 
Beige . . . 
Grey. . . .  
Beige . . .  
Wine and Grey 
Grey . . . .  
Turquoise . . 
Grey . . . .  
Beige . . .  
Beige . . . 
Beige . . .  
Cinnamon . . 
Cinnamon . . 
Wine and Grey 
Beige . . .  
Cinnamon . . 
Beige . . . 
Chocolate . . 




10'4" X 12' 
13' X 12'
10'6" X 12'
12'9" X 12' 
8'7" X 12' 
7'1" X 12' 
8'2" X 12'
5 ' 5 "
3'11" X 12' 
3'9" X 12' 
6'5" X 12' 
6' X 12' 
11' X 12' 
4'6" X 12' 
6' X 12' 
6' X 12' 
8'2" X 12' 

























8 3 .5 3  
2 3 9 .2 0
9 8 .9 4  
101.43
7 9 .7 4
6 5 .9 5
116.97 
6 6 .2 7  
56.71  
3 4 .6 7  
8 2 .0 5
5 6 .5 4
87.51 
3 5 .8 0
5 6 .5 4
4 7 .7 4  
104.13
120.51
this house for late afternoon 
and evening clothes. Pictured 
is an evening dress of re-em­
broidered white lace over pink 
organdie. The waist is not by­
passed, not cinched, but softly 
indicated in this shapely and 
supple line.
----  B ^  (f* r J - | L E  S P E C I A L S  1RUGS JASPE AND HANDICRAFT TILE I
17 ONLY
DOMINION MARBOLEUM ^ 4 ^  1 
per tile . . . - - 1 Z C  1
9 X 12 \
BROADVEIN ,.4̂  1 
per tile . . .  . . . 1 Z C  I
PRINTED RUGS PROVINCIAL LINOLEUM TILE I^ ' ' 1
EACH per tile . . .  . . I w C  I
>9.75 #
LINOLEUM CEMENT 1 1 
per gallon .....................................  .....I
FELT PAPER lOr 1
LINOLEUM BARGAINS
■t|»
Nev«r before so m uch quality  a t  a  fraction  of form er prices, this clearance 
offers m ost splendid investm ent opport\unities in fine fursU!
MUSKRAT SIDE COAT
One only Royal Topnze dyed Muskrat 
Side Coat, 0 7 C  A A
Reg. S37.'i.OO............  Z# J.U U
MUSKRAT BACK COATS
Two only Muskrat Back Coats. Dyed 
Reg. $29.5.00 nnd 1AA CA
$325.00, now ................. l 7 7 r 3 U
from 25% to 40%
OHER PHANTICYNever before so much qualily 
af such low low prices




One only Otter Phanticy (dyed sheared 
muskrat backs). THo newest thing in 
furs for 1958. Q jPA  a a
Reg. $465.00, now ....
BLACK HUDSON SEAL
Black Hudson Seal (dyed muskrat) 
with Sapphire Mink trim. »  r  A  A A  
Reg. $575.00, now ...... *1 JU .UU
ALL SIZES, SHAPES AND COLORS 
1 2 ' w id e  L IN O L E U M
Per yard ^1.12
9' CONGOLEUM
Per lin. ft. 9 9 c
NO REFUNDS -  NO RETURNS -  NO EXCHANGES -  CASH SALE
1- . S
Free One Year Storage an4iesurance
518 BERNARD
CLEANERS AND TAILORS LTD.
CONVENIENT TERMS IE DESIRED; \   ̂ PHONE 2701
_ — I ,  ■ ; : , ,  , „
SERVICES LTD.




Canvas Back —  4 rolls only, Reg. 2.45. 1 0 ^
To clear, per square yard .................................... I» # J
PANALYTE CUTTINGS
Per sq. ft. 5 5 c
524  BERNARD AVE.
i
PHONE 3356
HTE DAILY COUKIER. Fri.. FcB. M. MSS 11
W hen disaster strikes, the Red Cross is on the job . . 
helping d isaster victims m eet their em ergency needs . . .  
assisting in rebuilding and recovery. And disaster re­
lief is ju s t one of the many im portant Red Cross services.
Through service to the arm ed forces, veterans an d  their 
fam ilies . . .  nursery, blood and first aid program s . . • 
Junior Red Cross program s, com m unity and in ternation­
al services, the Red Cross is on the jo b . . .  where it counts.
we
y  1
/' ^ W i i •* f. ̂  I xS N '
The Canadian Red Cross receives its 
financial support solely from the vol­
untary contributions of you, and 
others. This year, the need for funds 
is urgent, as ever, to keep the many, 
* many services operating on your 
behalf. Give now, to keep the Red 
Cross on the job.
. . . / s  Red Cross 
M onth In C a n a d a . . .  
Give N o w . . .  For Your 
C anadian  Red Cross
MAKE YOUR DONATION THROUGH 
ANY CHARTERED BANK IN 
THE KELOWNA DISTRICT
or
W. R. Trench Ltd., Drugs, Bernard Ave.
This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy O f The Following Firms
M ACS SERVICE STATION
RUTLAND—  PHONE 797!i
SPEEDY DELIVERY SERVICE
,590 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE 2000
BRITISH PACIFIC INSURANCE COt
453 LAWRENCE AVE. — PHONE 2830
A
SHELL OIL COMPANY OF CANADA
I.IMITED
1564 PENDOZ.I STREET — PHONE 2.539
CHEZ-LOUIS DINING ROOM
275 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE 3133
RAY'S TV CLINIC
FORMERLY THE JEAN FULLER llALL y  PHONE 2137
S. M . SIMPSON LIMITED
' 820 C;UY ST. — PHONE 3411
\
OGOPOGO SERVICE STATION
BERNARD AVE. N. — PHONE 3394
DAY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
24 HoilRS — PHONE 2204
BENTALL'S LIMITED
RUADY-MIX CONCRETE and BUILDING SUPPLIES” 
1131 ELLIS ST. — PHONE 2211
THE "CHICKEN-INN"
DRIVE-IN and RESTAURANT 
1 MILE EAST ON VERNON RD. — PHONE 7723
GANT'S PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
PARK MEDICAL BLDG. —  1658 ABBOTI —  RHONE 3117
, ' ' ' ■ I ' ' ■ '
JENKINS CARTAGE l im it e d ;




Births Motels -  Hotels
A NEW ARRIVAL — YOUR 
friends and neighbors will want to know. Birth AnnounccmenU 
n the Kelowna Dallj Oniricr arc 
< i^jr SL^. Call the Classified 
; >epartment the day of your 
;hild's birth. Wc will word your 
police for you. Telephone 4445.
Deaths
WELCOME LNN MOTEL 
Hoo.sckeeping motels by day, 
week, or month. Low winter j 
rates, 1821 Vernon Rd. 1571
BENALDI — Passed away sud­
denly at bi.s home in Rutland, 
Mr. Pete Renaldi in his 73rd 
year. Mr. Renaldi has bceh a 
•csident of Rutland since 1915 
he came from Coleman, 
,. He is survived by his 
dgwughtcr Mrs. G. Manarin in 
Itotuind and four other daughters, 
tjfb sons and 19 grandchildren. 
m N Renaldi pr^cceased in 
E i^ n d  in 1954. Funeral ar­
rangements will be announced 
later by Day’s Funeral Service 
]^td. ________154
i Coming Events
F R A N K U N  MOTEL
1630 Vernon Rd.
Housekeeping Apartment.s 
Phones, Television. Laundry 
Dally or Weekly 
WLNTER RATES
180
BED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, plus Tele­
vision, 3-room individual cot­
tages. Front and rear entrances. 
Private parking stalls. All utili­
ties supplied. Low weekly or 
monthly fates. 154
FASHION SHOW SPONSORED 
by Ladic.s Auxiliary Kelowna 
Packers. Fashions and furs by 
Eleanor Mack. Gem Tailors and 
Harry Mitdhcll. Tuesday, March 
4th, 8 p.m.. Aquatic ballroom. Ad­




1  HOME REPAIRS AND 
f  ALTERA-nONS
I* Specializing in Asbestos
iJisphaU and Insulating Siding







149 Bernard Ave. Phone
i-
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
2 bedroom home in Winfield area 
near Woods Lake. On paved road 
near school and shopping centre. 
This house is completely fur­
nished including cooking utensils 
and dishes. Price complete is 
$3,000.00 with terms.
Modern home on half acre of 
land near Woods Lake. Nearly 
new and in immaculate con­
dition. Large garage and work 
shop. Ideal home for retired 
couple. Full price is $5,000.00. 
Try your offer on this one.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Are.. Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2973, 4454 or 2942
tf
ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED?
Read this M d ^ gc . . .  It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD,
IN THE DAILY COURIER
Beginning today’, in co-operation with the
DO IT NOW CAMPAIGN
and on behalf of the unemployed persons in 
, Kelowna and area
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 
WILL PUBLISH WITHOUT COST
ONE -  THREE-DAY WANT AD 
IN POSITIONS WANTED
To each person presenting an Unemployment claim.
Bring your Unemployment Insurance Book to
THE CLASSIFIED COUNTER ,
THE KELOWNA COURIER
An efficient Ad-Writer will help you write your ad.
It will be published for three days without cost to you. 
This offer is to Individuals who arc seeking a job. It is not 
applicable to Business Firms and Contractors who want a 
group of jobs to do. It is to aid the unemployed and make 
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GENERAL OFFICE CLERK 
with previous experience, desires 
position with bookkeeping ac­
counts and office detail. No typ­
ing or shorthand. Phone 3818.
X5T
\\ A . C. POLLARD  
5 » .C . LAND SURVEYOR  
I ' Kelowna
mioom 1, 453 Lavvrence Ave. 
fV Phone 3903
OWNER SELLING 3 BEDROOM 
home (industrial area) with fur­
niture — $7,800.00. Without — 
$7,000.00. $2,500 down, easy terms. 
Apply 1729 Richter. No agents 
please. 150, 154
YOUNG WOMAN DESIRES any 
kind of work. Experienced in 
housekeeping, waiting on tables 
or looking after children. Willi.ig 
to sleep in. Please phone 7247 
and ask for Miss Barbara Con­
way. ______^
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236 
172
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
fully modern. Garage is well 
insulated, root house, wood shed, 
good garden, grapes, fruit trees. 
Possession April 1. Full price 
$8,500.00 with tei;ms. 983 Corona­
tion Ave. 156
; REPAIR SPECIALISTS
i.Badios, Televisions, Electric 
t ' and Electronic Equipment 
"" Aircraft Instruments
R EX ’
t; Electronic Service  















THE D.MLT COURIER TO 







S. M. SIMPSON LTD., CAN 
take a limited number of orders 
for box cuttings and 1” planer 
ends. Phone Simpson’s Fuel 
Dept. 3411. 151. 154
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD— 
Phone Ivan Spletzer at 6367.
158
Cars And Trucks DRY BUSH WOOD — Immediate delivery. $12.50 per cord, 2 cords 
$24. Phone 8433. 150
1956 METEOR 2 DOOR Niagara 
—Custom radio, air conditioner, 
low mileage, styletone paint, ex­
ceptionally clean inside and out. 
Call Art Perry at Lipsett Motors, 
3387. 157
HKPERT 'TYPING DONE AT 
h6me. Invoices, statements, let- 
tors, etc., done by fully ex- 
^ M ^ c e d  stenographer. Phone
1953 INTERNATIONAL i-i-TON 
pickup $545. Phone 3600, 542 Ber­
nard Ave. 156
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 154
WHY PAY MORE? Our years of 
cpcperience with natural gas can 
bis your answer to more econo­
mical installation. For free esti­
mates call 4646 Chet’s Gas Ser­
vice. 174
Lost And Found
WINE COLORED WALLET with 
valuable papers, urgently needed. 
I^one 4466. 154
Boats and Engines
1952 FORD SEDAN — NEW 
automatic transmission. Custom 
radio and heater, signal lights 
and 1958 plates. Phone 6597.
158
1957 MODEL 7Vi H.P. ELGIN 
Motor with cruise a day tank. 
Run only 30 hours $300 when 
new. Selling for $200 or will ac­
cept 2 or 3 H.P. motor plus cash 
difference in exchange. Phone 
3038. 154
i
1957 l i  TON FORD TRUCKc^ 
Very low mileage. Will take small 
trade. Phone 4025 days, 3422 eve 
nings. 155
16 FT. RUNABOUT WITH IN­
BOARD 4 cylinder Willy’s Ker- 
math Sea Jeep motor. $1,300.00. 
Can be seen 8-5. Phone 2335.
157
1953 BUICK CUSTOM — AIR 
conditioner, Dynaflo transmis 
sion, solcx glass, \yhite walls, 
immaculate condition. See Moe 
Young at Lipsett Motors, phone 
3387. 157
Trailers
12 FT. HOUSE TRAILER — 
Complete inside, insulated. Can 
be seen at Travellers Service, 
Westbank. 157
Help Wanted
1956 PLYMOUTH SUBURBAN 
station wagon, good condition, 
good mileage, price $2,400. Apply 
907 Wilson Ave., or phone 7991.
154
p A P A B L E  HOUSEKEEPER 
tkimtcd for all electric home. 
Superior accommodation, perma­
nent position. Write Box 4069 
Kelowna Courier or phone 7247. 
T  157
1939 PLYMOUTH — GOOD run­
ning order. Phone 7896 or can be 
seen at Kaloka Orchards. 154
1948 JEEP — FOUR WHEEL 
drive, with cab, 30,000 miles, in 
excellent condition. For informa­
tion phone 4 5 4 5 . _______ 154
SALESMAN WANTED
Experienced Biscuit and Candy 
Salesman by well known Comp­
any. Salary, commission and ex­
penses. Require car. State age 
and experience, 
i Apply Box No. 4058 
Kelowna Courier 
■ 155
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tfl
Wanted To Rent
1956 PLYMOUTH V-8 — FOUR 
door sedan, custom radio with 
rear scat speaker, sport tone 
paint, wheel discs, signal lights, 
new rubber, scat covers. Truly 
immaculate. Phone Nick Turk 
at 3607 evenings. 157
TWO BEDROOM HOME-FUR 
nished or unfurnished. Phone 
2J19. 153. 155. 157
WISH TO RENT 2 OR 3 BED 
ROOM house immediately. Ref­
erences if necessary. Phone 6460
157
For Rent
f u r n is h e d  l ig h t  house­
k e e p in g  room. Reasonable 
rent. Phone 3967. 159
JITE -  CLOSE IN. ADUL'TS 
, and non drinkers. Apply 
Lawrence AVe. Phone 3873,
157
Building Materials
b u y in g  LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy af
WM. HAUG. & SON
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
180
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies, Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St.. Vancouver. B,C. 
GLcnburn 1500. 154
1949 CUSTOM 4-DOOR FORD— 
two tonic, new seat covers, radio, 
heater $425. Call at 1017 Fuller 
Ave. 154
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phone 3636.
130-M-W-F
1957 METEOR RIDEAU 500 -  
Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For Infor 
mation phone 4545. 154
REDS’rONE’S TRAILER SALES 
ti Service. Pcachland, B.C. Phone 
Pcachlnnd 687. 169
1949 ENGLISH CAR IN GOOD 
condition. Phone 7424. 154
Auto Financing
f u r n is h e d  APARTMENT $45 
month. Phone 8912, 6788 or 2127.
,, . , ; ' ■' 157
jPRINCK aiARLES LODGE
1 Rooms by day. week, month 
Cbmmunity kitchen, all facilities 
084 Bernard Avo., Phono 4124
163
CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you make 
a better deal. Sec u.s for details 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
& Mclklc Ltd., 364 Bernard Ave,, 
Kelowna,
142, 14.3. 144, 1.54, 1.55. 156
Equipment Rentals
B«IOI,IT. FRIENDLY, 
stoepinS suitable forTotmg 
lady or gentleman. Rhone 8167
153
^ l E  BERNAUD LODQE -  Bed 
grooms by day, week, or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
a a s . 154
s u it e  - -  t h r e e  rooms AND
both. Adults only. AvaUablc Im- 
medlntcly. A p p l y  Reliable 
Motob. ........ .......IW
n ic e  WARM BACHEWR evlto 
-sem i furnished, lurlvatc bath 
and entrance. Phono 4TM,___156
WRECKING 
1952 Pontiac, 19.51 Chr.stlcr, 19.50 
Meteor, 1950 CUev. Pickup, 1949 
Mercury, 1948 Pontiac (8 cyl.), 
1047 Mercury (1141, 1947 Mer­
cury (1181, 1940 Monarch. For 
further Information contact us 
direct. 0cm Auto Service. Reid’s 
Corner. Phono 3812, tf
Articles For Sale
Board And Roo^
room a w  --
'son Ave. phopo 4460. *56
S oODTSoARD. COMW ^^ 
rooms, AvftHaWe March 1. Men 
■ py«f«m d.. Rhono. 3811. 156
illOOM aW bOARiT iXIU work 




‘ No white space.
Minimum 10 words.
I Insertion --------per word 3#
consecutive
insertions .......- per word 2'/j<
consecutive Insertions
or more ..... ..... 'per word Zf
Classified Display
One ln.scrUon —...........$1.12 inch
J consecutive
insertions .................- 1.05 Inch
S consecutive insertions
or more ..................... .03 Inch
Classified Cards
3 count lines dnily ...$ 0.00 month 
Dally for 0 months 11.50 month
Each addltlonql line .  2.00 month
One Inch dally ------- 17.50 month
One inch
8 times week 10.00 month
, Courier 
CIs sallied Telephone 
4445
NEW TRANSATLANTIC CABLE
LONDON (CP> — A second 
transatlantic telephone c a b l e ,  
which is expected to meet the 
phone* and telegraph require­
ments between Canada and Eu­
rope for the next 20 years, will 
be completed by mid-1961, the 
British post office announced 
Thursday. The £9,000,000 cable, 
running from Scotland to New 
foundland, will be jointly owned 
by Canadian Overseas Telecom­
munications Corporation and Ca­
ble and Wireless Limited.
SKABER’S FURS STOLEN
CHICAGO (AP) — Police said 
Barbara Ann Scott, former Ca­
nadian figure - skating cham­
pion, and her husband, Tom 
King, Thursday reported burg­
lars helped themselves to $16,000 
worth of furs, clothes and jewelry 
while they were vacationing in 
AriMlia recenUy,__ The couple 
said the theft , was discovered 
Feb. 21 by bUicials of- their 
apartment b u i l d  ing. Included 
were furs valued at $10,500.
HEAVY HAUL
STE. ANSELME, Que. (CP)— 
It was a heavy haul — in one 
sense—for thieves who Wednes­
day night stole a safe from the 
co-operative store in this commu­
nity 25 miles south of Quebec 
City. The safe weighed 400 
pounds''but-hgl^nly 5p_j:ents in 
cash.
, FIND CORPSE IN TRUNK
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP)—A 200- 
pound dead man was found 
crammed in a wardrobe trunk at 
the railway depot baggage room 
Thursday. The trunk was shipped 
hero from Chicago. . Homicide 
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson said the 
unidentified Negro man had been 
shot in the chest. The body was 
fully clothed. The trunk had been 
at the baggage room since Feb 
11. .
SEIZE NAIL POLISH
NEW YORK (AP) — Govern­
ment agents Thursday began 
seizing TcnDay press - on nail 
polish which was ordered off the 
market by the United States 
Food and Drug Admini.stration. 
The FDA said “approximately 
700 women have complained to 
the manufacturer and the FDA 
of injury to their nails after 
using the product.”
QUEER DOGDOM HAS DAY
The Chihuahua appears to be 
a bit unresponsive to the ad­
vances’ of the great dahe, left, 
as t h ^  meet at the Westmin­
ster KOTnel show in New Yotk. 
But maybe the little fellow isn’t 
being unfriendly at all. He could 
feel a bit overwhelmed by the 
size of his new acquaintance
and instead of being unfriendly, 
he is just frightened. Preparing 
for the show is Buramthea’s 
Golden Chalice, right, a York­
shire terrier, whose mistress is 
making sure her ooat is curly 
when the judges give her the 
eye.
(Continued From Page 1)
The commission recommended, 
against coUccUon of a copyright) 
fee for rediffusion.
On the question of a publish-{ 
ers right to protect typographi-| 
cal arrangements, the commis-l 
sion said it is against creating a I 
new copyright “unless the need 
is conclusively demonstrated.”
In suggesting a  shorter term of 
copyright on published works, 
the commission said it is desir­
able thht Canada’s term corre­
spond as closely as possible with 
that in the U.S., partly because 
of the extensive and intimate re­
lations betweeh the two countries 
on copyright matters.
SEEK BETTER DEAL 
It backed continued participa­
tion in the Rome copyright con­
vention which ensures e a c h  
mcnriber country will extend to 
authors of other member coun­
tries the same treatment its own 
nationals are given. The main 
advantage seen by the commis­
sion in signing the Universal 
copyright union would be to get 
a betteY copyright deal for Cana 
dlan authors in dealings in the 
U.S.
The U.S. is not a member of 
the Rome convention but sub­
scribes to the Universal copy­
right convention. By Candida 
ratifying the Universal treaty, 
Canadian authors would not be 
forced to publish works simul­
taneously in both countries to ob­
tain protection in the U.S.
The commission proposed only 
small change with regard to 
ownership of c o p y r i g h t .
The commission proposed only 
„ small change with regard to 
ownership of c o p y r i g h t .  ’The 
owner wolild continue to be the 
author or originator. But copy 
right on work done by an author 
as an employee or on commis­
sion fdr someone else should rest 
with toe employer or person who 
commissioned the work.
The commission said the pres­
ent law on infringement should 
be substantially maintained but 
it should be made clear a person 
can import copyright works for 
private use without infringing 
copyright. ‘Institutions of learn 
ing and non - profit libraries 
should enjoy a similar right so 
long as they are not importing 
fop sale or hire.
Exceptions from infringement 
in the British act should be 
adopted by Canada and broad­
ened, including such things as 
fair dealings with copyrighted 
work for private research, crit­
icism, review, reporting of cur­
rent events and speeches, read 
ing of reasonable fextracts from 
published works ami reproduc 
tions for judicial or’ patent pur 
poses.
But toe commission said pub­
lishers of digests and abridge­
ments should not be exempted 
from infringement, , .
Where an artistic work is later 
used a s ' an industrial design, toe 
commission recommended pat- 
tial loss of copyright.____ _
YOU’LL HAVE
Com fort’
IN YOUR HOME 
WITH
KUMFORT
IN YOUR BASEMENT 




SYRIANS CHEER UNION WITH EGYPT
Carrying portraits of their 
new president. Gamal Abdel 
Nasser of Egypt, S j; r i a n 
soldiers and members of the 
“ civilian army” march through 
Damascus to celebrate union
of Syria and Egypt as one 
United Arab Republic with 
Nasser as president. The two 
may be joined by a third, 





Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. 2049
HENRY
CARSON
1. Social C rediter 
for ten  years.
2. R a n c h e r  and  
farm er for tw en­
ty-seven years.
3. P a s t  P resident 
of Lumby a n d  
D istrict F a r m ­
ers' In stitu te .
4. Lieut. -  Colonel, 
Royal C anad ian  
Army Corps.
5. P artner, L a w - 
rence, Carson &
I McKee Ltd.




f o r  Security
IN KELOWNA
WI8«*awak* tolas and lorvlco 
oroonliotloni to hondlo . . .
S
OHNAMENTAL RAILINGS AT
[Wlccs you can afford. Falco, 459 





g oo d  USED CI-OTIHNG -  
reasonable. Several ladlc.s’ 
coata and drc.ssca. Also 
wear. Phono 8128.
MCCI.ARY AUTOMATIC 36“ 
four burner electric range. Good 
condition 8175.90 or best offer. 




McCUL14)UGH 44 CHAIN 
*213. 907 Wilson Ave., or 
IWI. '■




Courier Courtesy >, . .*
Police  V.— ~— -  Dial 3300
Hospital Dial 4000
Fire Hnli  ----------Dial 115
Ambulance _ — —_ .Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRKCTORY 
BERVJCE
I t  nnabla lo contact a  doctor 
Dial 8728
DRUG STOBEB OPEN 
Bundoys, Hotldaya and 
Wedntodaya 
t  lun. to lOO lu n .
OSOVOOS CUBTOMB flOURB 
Canadian and American 
Custom!
84-hour aervloa.
FALLS IN-TO NIAGARA GORGE
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP)— 
Police and firemen used an 
aerial ladder Thur.sdny to rcsciic 
a Toronto woman who fell into 
the Niagara River gorge. The 
woman, identified ns Ruby May 
Harper, about 25, was reported 
in good condition later in hos 
pltnl. An unidentified man said 
he noticed the womnn walking 
along the edge of tlic gorge a 
.short distance downstream from 
the Rainbow Bridge. When he 
looked again the womnn was not 
in sight, Then he heard cries for 
help.
HOT FOOT FROM BULB
DETROIT lAP) — Because his 
foot were cold, 'Tliomns McDow­
ell tucked n lighted electric bulb 
next to his feet when he went to 
bed Sunday night. Outside R was 
6 below. At 2 n.m. firemen, ^sum- 
moifcd by ncIghVwrs who smclledl 
smoko, found McDowell uncon­
scious from smoke inhalation. 
His bed wjns smoldering and his 
feet were singed.
ŷ RIGHT. n m
WORLD’S SAFEST 
POWER SAW . . .
— n
Invoitlgototho grollt-potonllal
No Dangarous Chain |
Only power saw with safe, . j 
hand-iaw blade j
wrila or toll far cemplato dotaHs ta
WATSON JACK - HOPKINS LTD.
1030 West 6lh Ave., Vancouver 9, B.C. - Phone BA 9771
LI5TEN TO
Daily Report From The Legislature
Radio Sfation ........ ..... o ® ' " ’*_ W ednesdays................  9:45 a.m.
I  K f j A /  Thursdays ................. 9:25 a.m*
™ Fridays ........  9:25 a.m.
KELOWNA Saturdays ............ 12:54 p.m.
SOCIAL CREDIT KEEPS YOU INFORMED
BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIAL CREDIT LEAGUE
V O L K S W A G E N
a d d s  p r e s t i g e  
t o  y o u r  
b u s i n e s s
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Joe 
Whltcford, an official of the 
Teamsters Union, says the union 
will start Us iftrikc against the 
n.C. Heavy Construction Assocl 
ntlon next Tuesday.
WASlIING’iDN (AP) — Soviet 
Ambassador Mlkhnll Menshikov 
has told The Associated Press In 
an Interview Ihnt ho would like 
to SCO Soviet lenders visit the 
United States ond American Icad- 
eri go to Russia.
'Ml
The Canadian National Rall- 
wnys has already Invested >lx»ut 
$270,000,000 In Its dlescUzaUdn 
program." and another like 
amount will be rcqulrcil'to com­
plete It.
0-siss
DISTRIBUTOR FOR DRITISH COLUMBIA 
yOLKSWAGRN PACIFIC BALES LTD.
' 1275 Seymour Slreet. Vancouver ,
;■ ' ■ DEALER ■ ■ 1
IVIERVYN MOTORS LTD.
I i 1816 Pcndosl sr., KeSoTnia, Phone 2IW
BOYS! GIRLS!
FREE MOVIES
Yes, you can receive a two months' 
supply of your favorite theatre movie 
passes by securing TWO SUBSCRIB­
ERS for The Dally Courier. Join In tho 
fun! Get n friend or neighbor to help 
you receive n book of theatre tickets 
from us to you. Can be used at any 
Saturday matinee or anyone night for 
a total of 7 weeks.
HURRY! TIME IS .LIMITE
I understand that by subscribing lo Tho Dolly Courier for ■ 
minimum period of three months, that the Jr, Salesman listed 
below win receive one hook of theatre passes.
New Subscrlber’a Name .............. .............................
Addren . . . . . . — ........................... ...................... . . . . ' . . . . . .h . . . ,
City 1— ............................ — -----------------------------
New Subscriber’a Name 
Address ..........................- \
City Phone
Please nub Famaus Pl|iycri Movie Passes toi 
NaV* r - r ..................................... ............ Phone
•» If (n>« • • •  W «•«*«> w « lo «Addf«M
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
iNK 
BLOT
If* Tnt Shape Of A
oaAooNfLV'CasATeo
W.tUAIA »<£IU. 
•••fJ’EO MS rouiTAPi PEM 
wrrH A foioeopfca 
Of PAPER 
f^orr UtvacA.Ttoias
Hero W orship Is Poor 
Substitute For Action
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V«o BORN OU THE 
71S OF JANUARY 
HER HUUANP WAS BORN O H M  
7TO0F FEBRUARY 








Don’t bR a hero worshiper.
We all have our favorite actors, 
actresses and sports stars. Some 
perform better than others in 
each individual’s Judgment.
Admire their talent and con­
cede their ability, but let It go 
at th a t Worshiping movie and 
television stars, musicians, sing­
ers and professional athletes can 
actually be overdone.
WASTED TIMP 
Too much time can be spent 
writing fan, letters, forming fan 
clubs, dreaming of a glamor­
ized idol instead of being put on 
some more important endeavor 
We expect a certain amount of 
this hero worship from young­
sters and adolescents. Ih fact, 
millions of dollars are spent on 
advertising just to create it.
But some of these inactive 
ypupgsters would be far better 
o f f  participating actively, in
CONTRACT BRIDGE
sports, ‘learning to cook, or de­
veloping some kind of hobby. 
Most doctors agree that such pur­
suits estaldish coordination of the 
body and help alleviate both emo­
tional and p^sical tension.
It’s fine to try to attain the skill 
of some actor or sports star you 
admire if that Is going to be your 
life’s ambition. But isn't it more 
fun and more worth while to play 
baseball or tennis yourself, In­
stead of sitting in front of the 
TV set drooling over the prowess 
of some professional player? 
QUESTION AND ANSWER
D. W.: Since I have read that 
hormones are given to animals 
to make them fatter, I am wor­
ried that eating animals that 
have been givgn hormones may 
affect me. Is there any danger 
of this?
'Answer: It is not likely that 
you will consume enough meat 




By B. JAT BECKER 
(Top Record-Holder in Masters* 
Individual Championship Play)
QUIZ
You are South, both sides vul­
nerable. The bidding has been:
West North East South
1 #  2 ^  ?
What do you now bid with each 
of tho foQo^g four hands?
L 4Q842 VAKJ75 ^8 4K98
2. 4742 tAK875 4»4 4Q95
3. 484 4J2 4KJ3 4AXQJ43
4. 4KQS4 t o e  4AJ842
1. Four spades. In general, an 
overcfhll in the one level indicates 
a hand of less than opening bid 
proportions, and is aimed at com­
peting for a part score- rather 
than game. The suit that is bid 
is usually of good texture, and the 
overcall is based on the trick­
taking potentiality much more 
than high card points.
North’s spade overcall must be 
■ read in the light of these princi­
ples. A game in spades looks ex­
tremely likely, and the best way 
to get there is to bid it directly. 
A Jump in three spades, though 
it would urge partner to go on to 
game, is not forcing opposite an 
overcall, and might result in a 
pass from North. The heart suit 
need not be shown. To do so 
could only confuse the issue.
2. Two spades. Again, ’the 
hearts are not shown. A spade fit 
having already become establish-
FOR TOMORROW ,
The idea behind a new enter­
prise may please you, but resist 
the temptation to invest in it unti| 
ed, it is better to tell partner j it has been thoroughly tested. In 
about it than to bid two hearts, fact, it would be advisable to be 
which tends to deny spades. If the conservative in all financial mat- 
opponents go on to three dia- ters now. Be careful in signing 
monds, the hearts can be men- papers, tow 
tioned. To bid two hearts im- FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
mediately might create a difficult If tomorrow is your birthday, 
problem c! what to no next if the your horoscope indicates that 
opponents then bid three dia- you are now well into a cycle 
monds. wherein personal initiative, plus
3. Three notrump. Admittedly, the cooperation .of others, should 
this is a gamble, but the pros- prove highly valuable. Whether 
pccts are very good. With seven your interests are centered in 
rapid winners, assuming a dia- your career or your home, any 
mond lead, it is not too much to plans for expansion made now 
hope that partner will produce should work out well. Job and 
two tricks for his overcall. < financial goals set with the be-
A l t h o u g h  a  t h r e e  c l u b  b i d  w o i d d  g i i u i i n g  o f  t h e  n 6 w  y e a r  ^ s h o u l d  
b e  q u i t e  s o u n d ,  i t  i s  n o t  a p t  t o  c u l m i n a t e  s u c c e s s f u l l y  b y  Sept- 
s t i r  a n y  g r e a t  i n t e r e s t  i n  N o r t h ,  e m b e r .
and does not begin to r,eveal the Beware of extravagance next 
notrump potential. In some I jxionth; also in November, when 
hands, it is best to blast your way Lver-optimism could cause you 
into game or slam and cast Uo speculate unwisely or other- 
science to the winds. It’s not wise ^ise risk assets carefully built up 
to wait around for pat hands be- future in mind. Look for
.. a chance to travel beteween June
4, T ^ee  spades. 'Here the September; also'some stim-
oper^ve  approach is Rs^> ulating social experiences during 
Whether-or not a game can ^ U g  pgrifid. Late December 
made depends on how Eood^par^ jj^ing some news that will
ner s spade overcaU was. In ef- gj ^he new year off to a buoyant 
feet. North is bemg told to con- 
tinue to game if his spade bid'® 
was the better sort.
'There is no point to jumping 
to four over a bid which might 
have been intended only as a 
competitive effort. Partner re­
quires a hand v^ry close to an 
opening bid if ten tricks are to
A child born on this day will 
be endowed with a dynamic per­





BONN (AP) — The high-pow­
ered radio , transmitter in the 
United States earth satellite Ex 
plorer has gone silent for a sec­
ond tipie, Bonn University ob-| 
servatory reported Wednesday.
Professor Friedrich Becker, 
head ot the observatory, said that 
the transmitter ceased sending 
for 12 days, then resumed on 
Feb. 24.
He recorded its transmission 
strength Tuesday as 10 milli­
watts, but thereafter the signals 
continued to diminish until they 
ceased entirely hjday, ^
"I have no explanation for 
this strange behavior,” Becker 
said. "Perhaps some mechanism 




be made "nie deqision should be
left to him.
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PARATROOPER HANGS FROM PLANE
5. Insipid.






13. Place of 
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29. Masters of 
ceremony
30. Feats
32. Of greater 
age
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Thlirtccn parachute J u m p s  
went without incident pr acci­
dent for Pte. Gordon Parker, 
left, of Meadow Lake, Sask. But 
his 14th, at Wainwrlght, Alta, 
during one of Canada's biggest 
mns,s jumps, left him sunpendod 
in mUl-alr in IS-boIow-zovo 
; *Ather lie was nearly frozen
when he was pulltd back Into 
the flying boxcar by F/O Moore 
White, right, but after a few 
hours In ho.spltal ho was pro­
nounced in good shape. His 
.static lino on the parchuto had 
f.-’llcd to brc'.-'k and nltowJhlm 
to fall free of tlio plane.
3-»a
Here’s How to, work ItsDAILX CRYPTO
A X T D L B A A X R 
Is L O N  G F  E L  LO W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’a, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of tho words arc all hints. Encji day the | 
code letters are different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
S O T M O F  S T L  F K  fi 'T A 0  Z D N O  
Z K M O '  H K  S T H B O R  H V B P O R -■ W K F .
A B 0  M O ,
Yesterday’s Cryploqiiote: MAY YOU LIVE ALL THE DAYS) 
lOF YOUR LIFE -  SWIFT. ’ l
T
THE OID HOME TOWN By Stanley
hctniwy;  p o r s o H B
.A5HBS OfTWr FR><V<r 
WALK BEFbHtg Momitflr 
^ f i i r r s ^  M EREt---
>1;/ 'if'!, ) [A !' u
in*'I fr t
LOSES TASTE SENSE
Onion, docs not cause eyes of 
Mr*. Helen tY)rstner, 22. to wa­
ter as it does her husband’s. 
She lost her sense of s,meU nnd 
taste nftex a motor accident 
and, in a Judgment . given by
Toinnto court, sh i wŝ n award­
ed fl0,645. She nay.H lacks of 
tusto find smcIUi^s caused her 
to lose her ai'qki'tite s^neo every­
thing has the same sensation In 
her mouUi.




i s s h o ^ a ia - ~ ~
4h MM| rBnfMMH I 2*ki»MMMfW
HI, fiaiXlOCKS. 
HOWS THS OK5- 
WOMAN STRAW
ro a  coMw® 
o N -r
DON'T YOU eVHI la iK  TO sw-




S M M B O  ME INTO IT... 
WAIT,.,I'LLPOTTHETOP 
I AUrovtATlC CONTROL
A n d  m o m b n t s  l a t s r . .. ALWAYS 
KNEW I'D V
iSETANENCASSMENT
I  JUST WANT 
YOU TO KNOW 




I  HEAR BELLS ALREADY- 
' CM...THATS A WARNING. Wg • 
HAVE ENTERED THE 
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE-. 






















EVERY h u s b a n d  
GETS TO HELP  
IN  Pl a n n i n g  
t h e  m e a l s
mTu*
H -M /B 6 N N V  
TH’ B A R B ER . 
MR. JO N ES T )r  
___ B U T C M E g ...
-TV-----
O BAN OM A. WHAT'S THIS 
LONO U 6 T  O* N A M ES ON 
TTC W ALU ?
T H T
OH, IT’S JUSTA FEW FOLKS 
I FOROOT T* SMAC< WITH 
SNOWBALLS THIS WINTER.
2-28








MAY I  BOREOW THAT 
INDIAN HEAPPIECB, MORTVI 
I  WANT TO have 6 0 ^  ' ' 
fun WITH MICKEY I
$
■ HOW DO VOU LIKE 
MY NEW HAIR-DO?
G O S H .- H O W  D ID  1  .K N O W  ? 
THOUGHT IT  W A S  
A N E W S T V L B
L O O K IN a F O R l 
ABARKINdi 
S P A C 6 P ,
JUST FOLLOW  A\E, 
I'M PULUNO OUT  
UP HERE/




■’ '■ ‘4; . 1
lO M LV PRETEMpEPTO 
AUNT /AASGIB SO 
1 COULD EARN MONEY 
TO PAY HER HOSPITAL
bill/
H^ECOMCS/V 
STBANO ER,  ̂





OuiTBAStV T,) Oh, I
HWerCRJ 1 (  THANKS,.
4̂
ivHOARelcir V  NO-.r 






„,BUT when MB OBTG 
r iR E D I HAVB t o  c a r r y  .  , 







Odium Brown Invcstmeot* Lid 
366 Bernard Av«. 
Tndaf’s liMtera rrt«ai 
r «as al 12 noon)
; AVEKAGES
Hew T«rk (6«« J«nn)
; Noon Chanse 
+L47 
+  ‘.16 
•f" .11
S locbistilaU 439.27 RaUs 102.W
Utilities 72.12
Torania ’
20 Industrials 410.82 +
20 Golds ' 80.75 +
fO B a ^  Metals lt6.37 —
2  Oils 121.47 +
’• INVESTMENT FUNDS 
prices Q^tcd on a net basis
All Cdn Compound 5.80
All Cdn Dividend 5.02





































Cons M and S 16%
DUt Seag 2«
Fam Players , 14%













A. V. Roe 13%
Steel of Can 47%
Trans Mtn. Pf 42
Walkers 26%
West Ply. ' 13%
OILS
Bl<
Cal and Ed 18
Cdn Husky 10
Cent Del Rio 6.11
Fort St. John 3.0(
Home Oil A 151













PfbiidM  Livi nq '6fou€A
,* ^  •  UTU.rAMICllNtO t i i /
iClVE YOU LOVELIER HANDS IN ONLY 9 DAYS
Ml
I' !
New way to hand beauty 
works because it's 
' ' NATURE’S WAY!
\
Lotions and cresio* merely attempt to  
I replace natural oils lost from putting 
hands in strong soaps, bleaches and 
V detergenti. But Playtex Living Cloves
A  preserve those precious natural
oils and give you 100% sure 




^ L 4 9
•  fabrk*ln«d for comfort• Mode of M<(*oIt«rgcttk lotcx• Woterproef 
• Nofhttip ivrfoco 
• lxlro*lo«it lurfi*bock cufH proven!drip ond iplottor.
• Ko6y>oii*ond*off. Novor itkky.
$lZESt SmoM and Modiwa
R̂cf. Trade MarE
LONG SUPER DRUGS LTD.
Where AH Kelowna Saves 
' Under the turning sign. ,
1 i
uary 3, «), t 'I  
stock now selling Imr S2S and 
which sold for considerably high-
CT*
CkddweU averred McMahon now 
could invest **a part of the caid- 
tal gain be made on five-cent 
shares and realize a further cap­
ital gain of another  ̂ $4,000,000 
making a total of more than 18,- 
000,000> on an inDlal investment 
of $7,700, or a return of a thous* 
and times , and more." a .
He said that "gains raP e  by 
his (McMahon's) associates bring 
the total capital gain on West- 
coast 'Transmission to abmit $100 
millions."
This, the CCF chieftain pas­
sionately shouted, “is a national 
scandal . . .  a great moral wrong 
has been done . . .  and I am not 
saying anything 'illegal was done 
and it is time our govern­
ment removed the opportunity for 
such exploitation.''
Coldwcll claimed Liberals and 
Conservatives would do nothing 
about it. He said they defend such 
practices to the hilt.
But the CCF would continue to 
fight for two important steps: 
h  Public ownership of the gas 
lines.
2. Capital gain tax on huge 
speculative profits.
OTHER PROPOSALS |
Other propbsals Coldwell ad­
vocated included:
I — A projected 200,000 low-cost,' 
low-rent homes annually.
I — Enough hospitals to take 
care of a national health plan.
Price supports and other 
measures to ensure a fair farm 
living.
— Better highways throughout 
Canada.
Investment in mines, forests] 
and factories to create Jobs. | 
Vastly expanded ald-and- 
trade program, particularly with 
Western Europe and the Orient, 
especially Red China and Japan. 
He said the latter was being wo­
oed by Americans who had offer­
ed to take Japanese currency and 
reinvest it in Japan. "We do notl 
recognize Red China,” he added, 
because Mr. John Foster Dulles 
doesn't want us to.” |
— Financial assistance' f o r  
school construction and long­
term planning for economic pros­
perity are other CCF policies. 
SOUTH SASK DAM 
Mr. Coldwell revealed, to The 
Daily Courier in a special inter­
view arranged to answer speci­
fic questions that the South Sas­
katchewan Dam project—long a 
controversial subject, between Li­
berals and Opposition—would de*- 
finitely get a start this year, 
through negotiations between 
Prime Minister John DiefepbakCr 
and Sask. Premier Tommy Doug­
las.
He said Saskatchewan had held 
out for a deal that would be fair 
to both the province and the na­
tion. He sai4.Douglas had assur­
ed him two days ago in Regina 
that “a start could be’ expected 
oh the dam in the current year.” 
He said that the present Farm 
Prices Support Bill, - brought 
down by the Tory government 
was still inadequate. Although 
the administration hhd agreed at 
fee request of fefe GCF and. with 
fee cognizance of House Speak­
er Michener (a Conservative) "a 
very ^ood speaker”, to . make 
nine amendments to fee bill, it 
remained “faulty” . ^  •
CiddweU told The Courier feat 
significance of the “faults” Um  
in fee bill's inad«iuate protection 
for fee producer himself.
This, he maintained, worics this 
way: while there are supports— 
up to 80 per cent—these do not 
apply to fee farmer or grower, 
but rather to packers and pro­
cessors. As a result. fam .er and 
grower stilt find they get less 
than support price for products.
The CCF chief argued it is nec­
essary to have a lOO per cent sup­
port program and this should be 
made applicable to fee individual 
iRTOwer. In addition, there should 
be provision for scientific help 
granted directly to individual 
growers.
Meanwhile, he claimed, an 
apple grower in fee Okanagan 
Valley can do nothing about so- 
called “support” . The grower, he 
said, is at fee mercy of fee mar­
ket and when his buying power 
was removed it reflected at once 
employment in cities. Thison
provides a vicious circle, elimin­
ating markets for farm and or­
chard products.
EDUCATION
Mr. ColdweU told The Daily 
Courier he favors federal aid to 
education without hindering pro­
vincial rights.-He said the CCF 
will support any measure provid­
ing a good general elucation for 
every boy and girl in Canada.
without cost to feemsdvei.
He said sdentifie educatkm 
shcmld he encouraged “to fee 
hilt” because, first, there arc 
not enough scientific teachers to 
instruct fiedgUng scientists; and 
s e c ^ .  It Is necessary in the 
modern age to compete scientifi­
cally wife Russians and fee rest 
of fee world.
He agreed Canadians presently 
are like “poker players with all 
fee chips, but either' unable to 
play them, or without fee know­
how of playing them."
He said he would continue to 
urge regional research on a 
wider scale wife results central- 
ked.d
Coldwell said he would urge a 
fruit growers aid plan In con­
nection wife other farm policies 
which w ould.be two-fold: (1»
negotiated trade agreements wife 
the acceptance of overseas cur­
rencies; and (2) temporary loans 
to farmers.
JONES SPEECH
O. L. Jones, Okanagan-Boimd- 
ary candidaate for the CCF, said 
he was offering his services 
again because'be felt feat h*» 
the experience “to do a job for 
the people in. these difficult 
times.” ,
He blasted “a man of the cloth” 
who derided splinter groups and 
"an editor” who urged election 
of only a member who would sit 
the government side, thus
; , _ /
brtoihig benefits to his riding.
“God help fee country feat 
has a government siding against 
fee people because they didn't 
vote for feat govemmbnt's 
party.” Jones chaUenged.
“We want a free and unbiased
election." he added. “The poor­
est member of any parliament 
is a backbencher.” On fee other 
hand. In CCF and opposition 
)ranks. MPs are not tied to the 
government's '-‘apron strings” 
and may speak freely of fee 
evils ever present in fee cur- 
rent system.
The candidate suooorted the 
ColdweU stand of 100 per cent 
farm parity. Jones said the 
British system should be adopted. 
This, he said, secures forward 
prices for many years and it 
would save the Okanasan fn'U 




VICTORIA (CP) -t- Hlghwayd 
Minister Gaglardi, speaki^ In 
fee budget debate Wednesday, 
listed a number of bridge proj­
ects proposed for 1958-59.
They included: Christina Creek
\ \ :
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Forks-Greenwood district; 1/Bt 
Creek In Nelson-Crcston; Upper 
Annabte underpass and / 'lYall 
bridge in fee Rosslaiui-TreU dis­
tric t
Jasper Park Lodge, Canadian 
Rockies summer resort, has ac- 
and Upper Cascade in fee Grand commodation for 650 guests.
on
LOST
This morning in or near the 
Bank of Commerce or on street 
$55, an old age pensioner's 
cheque. If found please phone 
6783 or return to 990 Lawson.
155
LIBERAL MEETING
KELOWNA AND DISTRICT LIBERAL 
ASSOCIATION
M eet W . A .^ IL M O U R
Okanagan Boundary Liberal Candidate ,





THE ULTIMATE IN PICTURE 
QUALITY AN D 'SO U N D ! X
MARC()NI
A W A R D  SERIES
•  22 Actual Tubes
•  Power Tininsfonncir
„■ '• ; M \ '
•  S i ^ I  Monitor
•  Chromatic ’.  ̂ ' 
Compenshtor
•  Bass and Trcbhi 
Controls
•  Push Button 
on and off
★  THREE BIG SPEAKERS




Television Centre And Appliances and the manufacturer of Famous 
Leonard Refrigerators bring Kelowna and District another sensational 






One year's supply 
of milk with 
each purchase.
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE. EACH UNIT CARRIES THE 







, I 1 4
nwwwBWiii
■ I
Carload buying gives us manufacturer discounts that we pass 
on to you, the public! Now purchase your new refrigerator
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■ ..mu...  ........ 1..:.'.̂ ^̂ I ̂
. FIRST 
PAYMENT INMAY!
A nother Outstanding Buy I You Save $60,001- 
WOOL FRIEZE
CHESTERFIELD
Reg.\̂ .: $229,  --- ------------ - ---— ' ■
Top Workman.diip nt low* low price
AND APPLIANCES LTD
PHONE 3039
441 BERNARD AVE. ' I PHONE 2049
4 di
